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CHAPTER I
A.

Statement ot the problem and Goals ot the Reaearcb

The primaey purpose ot th1a research was to study a amall
group experience which is representative ot one type or human
relations laboratory.

'l'he particular human relations laboratory

used in th1e study was the group-on-group or "t1ehbowl"
situation oonaiating ot two groups which alternately interacted,
gave teedback, and observed each other.

The purpose haa been to

develop aome insight, based on such an analysis, regarding
a) the nature ot the 1nteract1onal process charaoter1z1ng each
group, and b) the mutual influence, or relat1onah1p between,
the two group prooessea in thi• group-on-group situation.
example, thia

study has

For

attempted to develop hypotheaea aa to

how, 1n a group-on-group situation, an interaction aeaaion ia
intluenoed when it follows immediately atter the interaction
session ot the other group.

Beoauae ot the order ot the inter-

action aeeaiona, r.or halt the time Group B1 a

1nte~aot1on

sessions followed immediately after Group A•e; while tor the
other halt ot the time Group A•a aeae1ona followed illmed1ately
atter Group
sessions.

B'•·

The groups met tor a total ot eight week:l7

The question waa how the second 1nteraot1onal position

in a continuing "t1shbowl" situation would 1ntluenoe the nature

and resolution ot the tooal contlicta or the group.
This was a process type research as differentiated from
an outcome type reaearoh.

Purther. this research waa eaaent1all7

exPloratory and hypothesis-generating in nature, in that the
selected research design was not such aa to yield validating
evidence baaed on atat1st1cal or mathematical measurement
(Rychlak, 1968).

Thie research attempts a systematic atud7 ot

the interaction process ot a group-on-group situation using the
Wh1taker-L1ebel'm8n Focal Conflict model tor analyzing group
interactions.
B.

Review of the Literature

Dr. Thomas French (1952) ot the University or Chicago
first suggested the ., .focal conr11ct 11 as a means

or

conceptu-

a11z1ng the interplay between anxiety-provoking issues and
covert needs and motivations in the tunctioning or small groups.
Whitaker* and Lieberman (1964) extended and developed the
approach originally inspired by French.

This theoretical

orientation together with the experience and insight gained from
•

The names Whitaker and Stock which are ~eterred to repeatedly
1n this aeot1on are one and the same person, Dorothy Stock
Whitaker.

research at the Veterans Administration Reaearoh Hospital in
Chicago and the Department

or

Psychiatry at the Un!vera1t7

or

Chioago through the years 1955 to 1964 has been summarized in

their book !!JychotheJ:!lpY '!'hrough the Group Process.

Their work

yielded the "focal conflict" model tor the study ot emall group
processes that is used in this research.
According to Whitaker and Lieberman one ot the elements
oharacter1at1c ot the life

or

small groups is a contl1ct between

attempts to tultill a need or wish shared in common by the group
members and a certain anxiety that this may arouse within the
group.

Thia need or wish ia referred to as the "disturbing

otive. 11

The anxiety that it produces is called the "reactive

ot1ve."

The group will oharacteriat1cally struggle to resolve
represented b7 the disturbing and reactive motives.

his usually involves some sort ot compromise between the two
contl1oting forces.

When 8\lOh a successful resolution is

rrived at it 1a referred to as an enabling solution tor the
eeds expreaaed in the disturbing motive are basically tult1lled
rears which constitute the reactive motive are minimized.
conflict unit consists in the expression or a disturbing
nd reactive motive and the arrival at a solution.

A particular

focal conflict unit may extend over the period of many aeaa1one
nd may be concurrent with othere during that time.

Two general trends have emerged from the many attempts

being made to conceptualize group processes.
emphasized the app11oat1on

or

Some studies have

psychoanalytic theory to the group

situation while other research haa focused on concepts

or

group

dynamics such as cohesion, role ditterentiation, confrontation
and the like.

Obviously an integration of these two approaches

is needed 1n order to formulate a coherent theory ot group processes and an effective method

or

studying what happens in small

groups and understanding the reasons why.

The focal contl1et

model embodies both approaches for while it identifies covert
forces in the lite or the group it also focuses on here-and-now
aspects or the interaction between the group members.
Redl (1942) and Bion (1948) made early attempts to

desor1be the social system ot therapeutic groups

by

applying

psychoanalytic concepts of individual behavior to the group
situation.

They aecribed meaning to events in terms or latent

forces rather than manifest charaoter1st1os or behavior.

Cecil

Gibb (1947) provided research whioh gave rise to a aeries ot

hypotheses ooncel'ning the principles and traits or leadexaahip
in groups.

The design or his study emphasized oonoepts or

group dynamics without 1 at the same time, neglecting the
importance

or

analytic approaches to the group process.

Jerome D. Prank (1957) made a .t"urther contribution to the

1ntegration ot pa7ohoanal7tio tbeo17 and oonoepta ot 1roup
dynamioa in h1a study

or

the determinants ot ooheeiveneaa in

groups, the ability of a group to tunct1on erreot1velJ •• a unit
1n the pertol'JDanoe ot tasks or in meeting the needs or the
embera.

More recently Whitaker and Lieberman (1969) have

written or the continuing need to integrate the basic pr1no1plea
ot psyohoanalyt1o th1nk1ng with conetruota ot group dJD8m1oa.

For purpoaea ot an orderl1 presentation or the current
literature on amall groups, a d1et1nct1on should be made at thia
int between prooeaa research and outcome reaearoh.

The tormer

seeks to explain a process and draw hypotheses trom it, while
tbe latter ia designed to aeaeas etreots through atat1at1oal and
thematioal measurement.

The preaent study is an example of

roceaa research.
A wealth or reaearob featuring both outcome and prooeaa
ea1cna haa resulted from atudiea
y

or

group aeaa1ona oonduoted

the National Training LaboNtoriea.

Thia nlaboratol'J'

pproaoh" 1• aaaooiated with the National Educational
saoo1at1on whioh held 1ta tiret laboratory session at Bethel,
a1ne, 1n 1947.

Since that time the National Training

boratoriea, the name used einoe 1951, has oond'ucted 11an1
raining laboratories at Bethel and elsewhere.

These

laboratorr experiences are otten given the general heading or a
''T-Group" (T tor training) or 1'aeneit1v1ty group. 11
alone# however, do not always explain the nature

These names

or

the group.

Many laboratory experiences have little 1n common and must,
therefore. be deaor1bed in tel'ma ot their unique goal• and
design.

A human relations laboratory geared toward 1noreaa1ng

1nterperaonal ak1lla ia not a oommun1oat1ons laboratorr. nor is
1t

the aame as a laboratory deaigned to 1noreaae eft1oienoy in

the cooperative performing

or

taeka.

Dorothy Stock (1958) presented an outcome atudy reporting
the ehangea in the aelt-peraepts

or

29 members

or

a training

group in order to gain some further understanding into the
taotors whioh determine the impact ot a T-Oroup experience upon
the part1o1pante.

Her design included administering a eeriea ot

questionnaires in which the members were aaked to rate themselves
in terms of feelings and behavior• involving aggreaa1on,
withdrawal, warmth, dependency and oounterdependenoy.

Com-

parisons were then made between self-percepts recorded before
and atter the 1roup experience.

It waa found that the "moat

ohange 0 membet:ta were the onea moat motivated to uae the T-Group
as an opportunity tor resolving personal oontliota.
Another outcome study waa presented by Heanne wataon

(1954) on the relationship between baa1c personality organization
and social behavior.

Using the framework of psyohoanalytio

theory she tested group participants on the basis ot orientation

to the world and orientation to the selr.

Assessments of

personality type were made from proJeotive tests and social
behavior was assessed

by

trainers and other group members through

the use ot interaction rating questionnaires.

The data trom th1a

study ahowed that relationship between personality type and
social behavior oan be demonstrated consistently and with
reliability.

Bennis and Peabody (1962) conducted research on

the relationship between dependency and

soo1cmetr1o choice.

11

peraonalneae 11 in

It was demonstrated that these two

orientations (toward authority and intimacy) exist as major
issues in all groups and exert a maJor influence on eub1roup
formation. loyalties, and communication.
{Conclua1ona

and

Results)

or

Chapter III

this research will diaouaa how the

authority issue was particularly relevant to the group in the
present study.
Among those contributing to proceas research on small
groups is Roy Whitman (1960) who collaborated with Lieberman
and Stock in a study that demonstrated the relationship between
focal oonfliote on the individual and the group level.

In an

earlier study Robert F. Bales (1950) formulated a aeries ot
hypotheses concerning onange as a aourae or strain in aooial
systems.

These hypotheses were then applied to small groups and

provided valuable insight into the sources of strain and conflict
in groups attempting to adapt to and integrate the changes

produced by the group situation itself.
Horwitz and Cartwright (1953) studied t1ve T-Groupa at
the Bethel laboratory and were able to demonstrate a direct
relationship between group productivity (the ability ot a group
to

ett1o1ently carry out the tasks assigned to it) and group

oohesiveneaa.

The publication

or

these findings stimulated many

large corporations to send their management personnel to human
relationa laboratories.

In a atudy conducted

by

warren Bennis (1956), the

hypotheaia was tormulated and teated that groups move through
two phases: a general concern with the authority problem (ot
which the trainer frequently becomes a symbol) and a general
concern with the intimacy problem.
Lieberman (1958) studied the way in which members or

different T-Oroupa described their groups and their roles.

In

spite ot some considerable diversity, there was a tendeno7 for
everyone to describe himself as warm and work-oriented.

Thia

suggested that there are certain stereotyped impressions about
the charaoteristics ot the "good group member!! and that these
stereotyped impressions influenced the way members saw themselves
in the group situation.

Chapter III (Results and Conclusions)

of this paper will show how sections of the present study
.rurther substantiate these findings.
Jack R. Gibb (1960) conducted a series ot related
laboratory studies which investigated the ettects ot feedback
on individual behavior and the group process.

This study

demonstrated that groups which received feedback ditfel'ed from
those which did not in that members felt more favorable toward
the group, displayed a higher level or aspiration for their
group, and expressed more negative feelings.

He oons1dered it

likely that this increased freedom made the group a leas

frustrating experience and led to increased positive feelings.
The present study which also involved groups giving reedbaok
and receiving it from one another confirms his conclusions.
An examination ot the Psyohologioal Abstracts and the
Dissertation Abstracts did not reveal any investigation similar
to the design
method

or

or

the present study employing the fooal oontl1ot

analysis so extensively.

CHAPTER II
A.

Procedure

Thia researoh consists ot a tooal conflict analysis ot a
series or group interaction sessions tor eaoh ot two groups
runotioning together in a group-on-group or ntishbowl" situation.
In this group-on-group situation, each of the two groups (Group A
and Group B) alternately interacted while being observed by the
other.

The groups functioned as part of Psychology 478, which 1•

a graduate seminar-laboratory in the theory and methods of small
group interactions, during the Fall Semester, 1969, at Loyola
~niveraity,

Chicago.

The counae registration had been limited to

twenty students in order that two equal groups or ten each might
be

formed.

A certain attrition or students over the t1rat week

of the oourae, and before the group sessions began, caused a
slight numerical imbalance in the groups so that Group A had
eight members and Group B had seven.

The compoa1t1on

or

the

two groups was arranged otherwise in such a manner as to yield
two similar groups on the basis of age, sex, and religious
vocation.

The names assigned in the sunn:naries, group rooal

conflict analyses. and typescript oopy ot the interaction

sessions are f1otitious in order that the confident1al1t7

or

those

who participated in this group experience might be guaranteed.
There were eight weekly meetings each consisting of two
1nteraotion sessions of approximately 55 minutes followed by a
feedback session of approximately 10 minutes.
while Group B observed.

Group A interacted

At the end of th1a period, Group B

initiated a feedback in which both groups participated.
minute break then followed.

A ten

On reconvening for the second part

of the first meeting, Group B interacted while Group A observed.
At the end

or

this period Group A then initiated a feedback

session in which both groups participated.

A week later the

same prooedure was followed except that Group B was the first to
have its interaction and Group A was the seoond.

or

This procedure

alternating the first group to interact at any weekly session

was used in order to equalize for the two groups any effects
which may be related to the first or second position tor

inte~

action eaoh week.
The Trainer ror these two groups was a student doing hie
internship in Human Relations Laboratory training under the
supervision ot the course instructor.

The instructor's

assistant~

who is a graduate student in psychology, and the author were also
observers of the interaction sessions and occasionally

contributed to the feedback.
This procedure yielded 16 interaction sessions, eight tor
each of the two groups.

These sessions were tape recorded and

transcribed into typescript.

Each session was then analyzed

according to the Focal Conflict Method.
focal conflict analysts series:

a series

and a aeries or eight for Group B.

This then produced two

or

eight tor Group A,

Next, the focal conflict

analysis series for each group was scrutinized for its significant
characteristics in terms of processes

involvir~

a)

disturbing motives

b)

reactive motives, and

o)

solutions.

These focal conflict analysis sequences viewed separately
differentiated the overall experience, process-wise, ot eaoh of
the two groups as a f'unot1onal unit.

In studying how a group's being second in interaotional
position influenced its interaction process# the disturbing

motives, reactive motives and solutions which evolved for the
second group in each of the eight group laboratory sessions were
compared with those of the first group.
Further, based on all of the above, some indications ae
to support or rejection of Proposition 13 of Whitaker and

Jieberman regarding small group processes have been made.
~inally,

Then 6

a series of hypotheses for further research investigation

1ave been formulated.

B.

Summaries and Focal Conflict Analyses
of the Group Interaction Sessions

The following summaries are presented as a briet review of
the more s1gn1f1oant aspects
given session.

or

the group interaction at each

The assigned names ot the person or persons who

initiated or moat strongly intluenoed this aspect ot the group•a
interaction are undel"'l 1ned.

The prevailing moods or themes in

the groups are indicated throughOut.

The summaries and analyses are coded as follows:

l-A-1 is

the oode tor Group A•s first interaction which took place in the
first period

or

the first session.

The code l-B-2 1• tor Group

B's first interaction whioh waa during the aeoond period ot the
first se•sion.

Likewise, 2-B-1 indicates Group B's aeoond

interaction which took place during the first period ot the
second session; eta.
In listing the group focal oontliot analyses the
disturbing motives have been plaoed in the column on the left
side of the page while l'eactive motives have been plaoed in the
center of the page beneath the tocal oonfliota to whioh they
apply.

Unless labeled

&.:"'

restr1ot1ve, the solutions ottered are

considered to be enabling solutions.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION l-A-1
DISTURBING MOTIVES

REACTIVE MOTIVES

-Need to tunct1on as a group.

-Anxiety over assuming
1n1t1at1ve.

SOLUTION:

-Acquiesce to one member's
leadership.

-Need tor greater mutuality ot

(restr1at1ve)
-Anxiety regarding the
1mpl1oat1ona ot passivity.

1nit1at1ve.

-Anxiety about poaa1ble
dominance by single member.
SOLUTION:

-Challenge member's leadership;
confront him with 1mpl1oat1ona
or his behavior:

Need tor mutual trust and

need to lead.

-Anxiety over hurting or

aoceptance.

being hurt aa consequence

or

hostility or or1t1o1am.

SOLUTIONS: -Explore together anxiety about
hostility and try to devise
ways ot minimizing hurt in the

group.
-Try to anticipate tuture threats
about interacting and try to

work through these anxieties.
(T, at th1• point, pushes the gl"Oup; suggests they are
intellectualizing; shows that his expectations ot them are high.)

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 1-A-l
Trainer - gives considerable structure.

Took names and auggeated

the use ot first names.

-Bill (priest)

- relates personal problem and experience at

length.

Says he 11 hurting beoauae he teels he may

have hurit another.

Group -

dwells on Bill's problem.

~-

brings attention to here and now.
need to take the initiative.

Points out Sill's

Another member supports

this interpretation.
Group -

realizes Bill ' took them ott the hook."

They beaome

or1t1oal of B111 1 e assuming initiative.

Thia

1

generates anxiety about hostility and cr1t1o1am.

There

is some discussion and working through ot this.

l -

pushes group, suggeste they are 1ntelleotual1z1ng, and
in so doing he cr1t1o1zea the group and reveals that
h1a expectations or them are rather high at this point.

Sue -

i----.

points out group members do not yet autt1o1ently trust

each other.

She oonrronta Mark regarding how genuinely

he cares about what goes on in the group.
T•s genuine acceptance and perm1ss1veneaa or the group
-member's
behavior 1• challenged.

-

T-

becomes defensive and aaya he did not see himself ae
being "that directive."

FOCAL CONPLICT ANALYSIS OP OROUP INTERACTION SESSION 1-A·l
DISTURBING MOTIVES

-Need to please T.

REACTIVE MOTIVES
-Anxiety about T1 a rejection

-Need to defend themselves
against T•a cr1t1c1am.
SOLUTIONS: -Question level of T's

acceptance and perm1as1veneaa.
-Put T on the defensive.

SUMMARY OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION l·B-2
Trainer - gives structure.

Took namee and euggeeted the use ot

tirat names.
Pred -

suggests that group members get to know each other by
talking about their background and interests in order

to avoid tension and oontliota of the previous group.
steve -

or1t1c1zes Pete (a priest) tor wearing oler1oal garb
whioh he regards as a facade; others agree.

There

follows a long diaouaeion indicating some rie11g1ous
prejudice on his part.

Wally confronts him on this

point.

..wally

-

aays he is reluotant to reveal any-thing important about
himself because of a past negative group experienoe;
expreasea discomfort at the presence ot observers.

-Don -Pete -

expreesea anger at Steve tor preaauring him into more
active participation.
asks Fred 1r he will continue to be involved with the
group even it there are strong expressions ot reeling.
J'red

Ray -

promises that he will.

aake T 1r he felt rejected by the group.

T replies

that he did and then oontronts the group with remaining
on a shallow level of interaction; Wally- and Don
eupport him.

-

Don ..

expresses considerable anger: at some in the other
group, at Steve, at pa7ohology students (aome present)
tor having textbook approach to people.

! -

ends the session by saying that this group situation is

ditterent from real lite because here you can say
d1reotly what you teel.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION l-B-2
REACTIVE MOTIVES

DISTURBING MOTIVES
-Need to tunction as a group.

-Fear that tension and
contlict

or

previous

group will be repeated
here.
SOLUTION:

-Engage 1n non-threatening
conversation about background
and interests.

-Need to auooeed in competition
with Group A and at graduate

(restr1ot1ve)

-Anxiety over competing
tor acceptance.

level.
SOLUTION:

-Agree that everyone 1e valuable
regardless ot status.

-Need tor every-one to relate in

-Anxiety that members
may hide behind status

the group as equals.

symbols.
SOLUTION:

-Agree to relate without apeoial

statue.

...

-Anxiety related to
preJud1oe.
SOLUTIONS: -Exchange background information.
-Pressure members to detine
themselves as persons.

-Need to reel secure in the

-Anxiety over oonfliots
between members.

group situation.

-Fear that some members
may refuse to get involved.

SOLUTION:

-Ask for commitments to remain
involved even if there are
strong expressions

-Need tu

pi«t&l!H!

or

reeling.

-Anxiety produced by T's

11'.

urgings to interact on a
more intimate level.
SOLUTION:

-Agree with T's or1t1o1sm.

-Need tor genuine encounter

-Anxiety generated by

or

with strong expressions of

expressions

feelings.

negative feelings.
SOLUTION:

strong

-Condemn defensive behavior
such as 1ntelleotual1zing and

rationalizing.

SUMMARY OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 2-B-l

-

Fred -

Ray -

recalls that the last session ended on a note ot
hostility.
attempts to move group away trom hostility to selfrevelation

by

stating that his rather has been

mentally 111 tor many years but then denies that this

is significant self-disclosure tor him beoauae he has
gotten used to it.

-

Don -

tocuses on the here and now by expressing anger at
observer who participated in teedback at the previous
session; several others agree with his feelings.
'!'here tollows a long dialogue in which Steve attempts

to lecture Wally tor holding back and not telling the
group more about h1maelt.
Wally -

reacts angrily; accuses Steve or covert aggresaive
behavior and crit1o1zea him tor retusing to respond to
hostile feelings openly.

Don supports Wally; Ray sides

with Steve.
Session ends on a note or hostility and exasperation
ae Don oontronts Ray tor not seeming to mean what he
says.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 2-B-l
REACTIVE MOTIVES

DISTURBING MOTIVES
-Need to resolve oonfliots

-Fear of increasing

between members of the group.

hostility within the group.

SOLUTIONS: -Talk about issues not directly
concerning the group.

(restrictive)

-Express anger openly.
-Need tor oonatruotive

-Anxiety over a1gn1t1oant

group experience.
SOLUTION:

selt-disoloaure.
-Urge others to talk about
themselves.

(reatr1ct1ve)

-Anxiety over hostile and

-Need to reel secure within

ambivalent behavior by

the group.

some group members.
SOLUTIONS: •Retuae to admit having

negative teelinga.

(reatr1ct1ve}

-Discourage hostile and ambivalent
behavior.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 2-A-2

-

Mark -

begins the session by referring to competition between
the two groups and states that the group which 1• more
personal and hostile will be the winner.

Chuck and

Mike agree.

-Ron -

makes angry but vague acausa tions ot ungenuine behavior
on the part or some in both groups who are trying to
make a good impression in the group.

Others agree and

or1t1oize sensitivity stereotypes.
Jim

and Albert - accuse Ron ot initiating this discussion because
or his own need to exercise 1n1t1at1ve and aleo to cover
up hie anxiety by ),eak1ng the silence.
1

Ron agrees that

this may be true.
T-

oontronta the group with being overly oautioua in
retusing to work out the oontliots
week's session.

or

the previous

Bill replies that his problem

before was resolved.

or

a week

Jim insists that he no longer haa

any contl1ot with T.
(Period
Marie

or

tense silence)

and Sue - strongly denounce Albert tor relating to the group
as counselor/observer rather than as participant.

Albert weakly tries to detend himself.

Chuck -

atatea that the group 1• being very cautious and
withdrawn.

Albert ag:rees and attributes this to

anxiety over hostile 1nteraot1on in the other group.

-

sue -

aa7a that she 1a willing to take a risk and aaka tor
personal feedback from the entire group.
Mike express vague positive feelings.

Mark and

Jim says that

he thinks she is looking for reassurance.

Sue angrily

defends herself.

-Mark -

criticizes T tor minimizing sue•a involvement in the
group.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSES OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 2-A-2
REACTIVE MOTIVES

DISTURBING MOTIVES
-Need tor group to establish its

-Fear of having to copy
the other group in order

own identity.

to compete auooeaatully.
SOLUTION:

-Disavow competition between
the two groups.

-Need to initiate meaningful
1nteraot1on.

-Anxiety over personal
involvement.
-Angry reaction to
sensitivity stereotypes.

SOLUTIONS: -Be silent.

(restrictive)

-Condemn stereotype behavior.
-Need to please T.

-Anxiety generated by T's
critical remarks.

SOLUTION:

-Deny any oontl1ot with T.
-Fear

-Need to exercise initiative

or

having to engage

in significant selt-

in the group.

d1aoloaure.
SOLUTIONAL CONFLICT:
-Request personal feedback
from others in the group.

(versus)
-Retusal to cooperate.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 3-A-l
T -

begins by aak1ng the group if it is being overly
cautious.

Jim

agrees that it is but considers this

to be a genuine aharing of reeling (fear) and therefore
valuable.

Mary

stron~y

disagrees with Jim and says

she feels angry and frustrated.
then focuses on the present moment and gently chides
the group tor "playing it sate" by continuing the

cautious behavior or the previous session.

Others

reply by admitting reel1ngs or rear, anger, and
rrustra t1on.
Albert -

says that a group lacks a feeling or togetherness.

Sue

agrees and adds that the group is regressing due to
lack of trust.

Jim

disagrees and insists that progrees

1a being made because group members oan talk about
their rears; criticizes Sue tor blaming the group.

-

Ron -

says he is afraid he has inhibited the group by
condemning sensitivity stereotypes in the previous
session; sympathizes with Sue•a anger and frustration.

Mark -

leads others in angry criticism or Albert tor rema1n1ng
aloof from the group and assuming therapist role.

Sue -

begins angry dialogue with Jim ror "cutting her orr"

in the previous session.
Chuck -

calls attention to the uniqueness or this group
a1tuat1on, "we are all expected to get gutsy."

T then

confronts group with talking about sharing feelings
but not actually doing so.

Sue and Mark - lead others in again or1t1o1z1ng Albert for not
being part ot the group.
hostility.

Session-ends on note ot

FOCAL CONPLICT ANALYSIS OF INTERACTION SESSION 3-A-l
DISTURBING MOTIVES

-Need to have meaningf'ul group

-Fear over consequences ot
personal involvement.

experience.

SOLUTION:

-De a1lent and regard this as
mean1ngtul.

-Need to experience progress.

(restr1ot1ve)
-Anxiety and rrustl'llt1on
over slow progress.

SOLUTIONS: -Blame others for being

defensive.

(restrictive)

-Engage in some expressions
of sympathy and trust.

-Need to relate securely as

-Fear that others will be

equals in the group.

judgemental.

-Anxiety over or1t1oal
statements ot T.
~

SOLUTION:

-Anxiety over deviant member

-Discourage cr1t1cel statements
and special role tor any member.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 3-B-2
B<>n, Pete and Fred - describe thoughts and feelings experienced
Just prior to the start of the session oonoerning their
problems in interpersonal relating and talk
rid themselves

or

or

need to

inhibiting defense mechanisms.

expresses pessimism regarding his ability to ohange
significantly within the oourae

or

the eight weekly

eeaaiona.
Steve -

encourages Fred to make positive use

or

the group

experience.

! -

urges greater self-aooeptanoe, empathizes with feelings

ot helplessness, and urges members not to be
discouraged by the time limit on group sessions.

Th.ere

follows a long discussion in wh1oh Pete admits his
d1ftioulties in expressing deep feelings; says he was
inhibited by his priestly training and clergy associates.
Jean, Wally and Don sympathize and give support.
Don (a priest) - talks about d1tt1oult1ea in being honest in
.............
the church; tears alienation from religious community.
Wallf -

atatea that the ultimate ohallenge is in relating to a
husband or a wife.

Jean agreea and bOth praise

understanding, companionship and support aa benetita

or

marriage.

FOCAL CONPLICT ANALYSIS OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 3-B-2
REACTIVE MOTIVES

DISTURBING MOTIVES

-Pear ot eetting aaide

-Need to relate without
inhibiting efteot ot defense

accostumed detenses.
-Fear that past failures

mechan1ame.

in relating will reour
in present group situation.

SOLU'.t'ION:

-Support one another in

d1eoard1ng defense mechanisms.
-Need to benefit trom present

group experience.
SOLUTION:

-Anxiety over time limit
put on group aeaaiona.

-Encourage one another to
make best use of present
group experience.

-Need to tree oneselt trom
learned reatr1ot1ons and

-Fear ot rejection by

associates.

express teelings openly.
SOLUTION:

-Agree that it is good to
share feelings openly.

-Need to be honest with

-Fear of alienation.

associates.

SOLUTIONS: -Compensate tor alienation by
intimate relationahipe.
-Seek support from spouse.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 4-:B-l
Steve (middle aged) - or1t1o1zea young people tor being more
concerned with their own wants than what ie good tor
aoc1ety in general.
T -

Fred disagrees.

toouaea on here and now by criticizing previous
d1scuas1on as being theoretical and impersonal.

Pete -

confronts Steve with walling himself ott from warm and
personal interaction with the group.

Steve expresses

some dieaat1staot1on with himself.

!?9E. -

warmly congratulates Fred for earlier disavowal or
role-playing and tor hia emotional request tor
incorporation into the group.

At the same time be

or1t1oizes Pete tor playing clergyman role.
in turn. cr1t1o1zes Don tor lack

or

Pete

personal

involvement in the group.

! -

thanks Ray tor mentioning his relationship with his

parents aa a model tor warm and understanding
relationships.
wally -

calls attention to new atmosphere of honesty and
positive regard emel'g1ng in the group.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OF GROUP IN'l'ERACTION SESSION 4-B·l
DISTURBING MOTIVES

REACTIVE MOTIVES

-Need to work through oontliota

-Fear of detraoting trom

associated with ditterenoea in

group experience b7

age and values.

theoretical and impersonal
discussion.

SOLUTIONS: -condemn theoretical d1scuae1on
as inappropriate to present

group situation.
-Agree to relate as persona and
presoind trom age d1tterences.
~Need

tor all members to be

included in total group

-Anxiety over d1tt1cult
oommun1cat1on.

experience.

-Anxiety over role playing.
SOLUTIONS: -Disapprove

or

aloof behavior.

-Support and encourage warm and
personal interaction.

SUMMARY OF GROUP IN'l'ERACTION SESSION 4-A-2
Chuck -

reveals reeling ot competition with the other group and
aenaea that somehow the present group is losing.

-

Mark -

oongratulates the other group.

He then expreaaea

concern over his inability to recognize and accept
his limitations.

-

expresses concern that he may be manipulative with

Mike ..

says that he ia worried that he might be phony in hie

Jim -

groups and with individuals.

interaction with the group.

-

asks Albert it like Marie he is worrtt.ed about being

Ron -

auper-adjuated and indicates that it he 1an•t be
ought to be.

Mark -

again expresses apprehension over his lack ot
appropriate emotional response during the illness ot
his infant son.

T expresses warm feelings tor Mark

while others in the gtt0up try to reassure him that he

has no problem in sharing feelings.

---

confronts the group with missing the point by tailing

Ron -

~111

to respond to Mark'• tears.
..

empathizes with Marie and regrets his own inability to
ory at his mother's tuneral.

(period ot silenoe)
asks Jim to explain his earlier statement about

T -

manipulating people.

Jim says that he is atra1d that

because ot this habit h1a relationships may lack
honesty and genuineness.
Others -

analyze and interpret Jim's statement.

T comments that

the discussion haa become too intellectual.
he reels hurt and rejected by T's comment.

Jim aaya
Ron and

Albert support T.

POCAL CONPLICT ANALYSIS OF ORCUP IN'l'ERACTION SESSION 4-A-2
DISTURBING MOTIVES

REACTIVE MOTIVES

-Need to compete aucoesstully
with the other group.
SOLUTION:

-Pear

or

losing in the

competition.
-Attempt to imitate the other
group•a interaction.

-Need tor aat1staotory aelt-

image.

-Anxiety over discovery or
1nh1b1t1ng detenaes.

SOLUTION:

-Reveal and disavow 1nh1b1t1ng
detenae mechanisms.

-Need to share tee11nga openly.

-Anxiety over 1nab1l1tJ to
share teelinga at

appropriate t1mea.
SOLUTIONS: -Reaaau?te troubled members that
they have no real problem.
(reat1'1ct1ve)
-Empathize with their rears.
-Need to oontrol others.

-Fear ot being manipulative
and dishonest.

SOLUTIONS: -Analyze need to manipulate.
(restrictive)
-Agree that manipulative behavior

1• normal.

(restrictive)

-Admit and diaavow manipulative

behavior.

SUMMARY OP OROUP IN'l'ERACTION SESSION 5-A-l
(Seaaion begins with period ot tense a1lenoe)
expreaaea great diaoomtort over periods ot a1lence.
raises the question aa to whJ' there are ailenoee in the
group.

Marie

reaPonda that it 18 because th•J' are

expected to say something peraonal all the time.
After another silence Sue atatea that ahe teela
threatened by poaeible Judgemental reaponae to whatever

ahe might say.

Mark, Jim and Dill express confidence,

on the basis or their exper1enoe, that the group would
be understanding and accepting.
~e...........

then begins long and angry attack on Jim tor cutting
her ott in a former eeas1on and says that she couldn't
trust him or get oloae to h1m because he admittedly
manipulates people to have things his own way; asks it
he 1a comfortable doing this.

Jim ............

replies that he 1a uncomtortable because what he does
may be dishonest.

Other•a seek to analyze and interpret

Jim•a manipulative behavior.

! -

toouses on the present moment by asking Sue how ahe
reels Jim ia responding to her right now.

sue replies

that he seems to be defensive and ask• him to give her
feedback on how he teela about her.

He replies that he

regards her as a manipulative woman.
Jim ............

then expresses discomfort over unending oontl1ot with
sue and asks group to help them move on to 1omething
else.
by

Mark auggeats that the iesue could be resolved

Jim apologizing tor hurting Sue.

Jim 1ns11te that no

apolOIJ' is due and eaye that he teela better toward sue
tor having expreaaed hia teelinga.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 5-A-l

DISTUR13ING MOTIVES

REACTIVE MOTIVF.S

-Need to aasert oneself in the

-Anxiety over being
aggressive.

group.

SOLUTIONS: -Be silent.

(restrictive)

-Urge others to be assertive.

(restr1ot1ve)
-Talk about anxieties.
-Need to be spared periods

-Fear that atatementa may

ot tense silence.

be criticized.

SOLUTIONS: -Regard silence as valuable.
(reetr1ct1ve}
-Call attention to examples ot

acceptance and support within
the group.
-Need to exercise control 1n
the group situation.

-Pear that manipulating
others may be dishonest
and phon7.

SOLUTION:

-Disapprove ot manipulative
behavior in self and in others.

-Need to resolve oontl1ots
.within the group.

-Anxiety over continuing
hostility between two

members.

SOLUTIONAL CONPLICT:
-Apologize tor hurting or

ottena1ve statements.
(versus)
-Retuaal to admit that any
apolog 1a due.

SUMMARY o:r GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 5-B-2
IJ'ean -

calla attention to the taot that she is the only woman
in the group and says that she wants to relate with the
men independently of sexual differences but tears that
they may not understand how she feels.

~-

refera to the conflict between aggressive temale and
passive male members ot the other group.

Thia leads to

d1soues1on and disapproval of preconceived expeotationa

ot what is typioal male or female behavior; 1.e.,
aaeigned roles.
~

-

euggeats that Jean may be asking tor special treatment
from the group because she is the only woman.

She

denies this but aaya that ahe does teel better now that
the air has been cleared oonoeI'l11ng sexual d1tterenoes

in the group.
wallz -

expresses anxiety over the poaa1b111ty ot loea or
aepa1•at1on trom h1a wife upon whom he haa become very
dependent.

Pred supports Wally and aaya that he has

the same tear.

Jean comments that marriage haa been a

growth experienoe tor her resulting in greater
independence.
Steve -

lectures on need to be independent and not to

be

ahattered by death ot apouae.

-Don (a priest) -

aaya that the important point in the d1acuaa1on

ia not rear

or

death but rather love; thanks others

tor open diaouasion ot their marriages.

There follows

a d1acuas1on ot oelebao7 and the loneliness associated

with 1tJ all agree that it is a problem.
Wallf -

mentions Jealousy and over-dependence aa pa1ntul
aspects ot marriage.

Fred agrees.

Steve triea but

tails to be consoling; aa7a not Just one but many
women could make a good w1te.
disagrees.

Wally thanks him but

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 5-B-2
REACTIVE MOTIVES

DISTURBING MOTIVES
-Need to be able to presoind

-Fear that male members in

trom sexual d1fterenoes in the

the group may not under-

group situation.

stand woman•a teel1nga.

SOLUTIONS: -Disavow separate male/female
roles when preconceived.
-work through problem by open
and frank discussion in the group.
-Need tor total security in

-Anxiety over possible

relationships with aignitioant

separation trom aign1t1cant

others.

others.
SOLUTIONS: -Resolve to be less dependent.
-support one another in accepting
risks inherent in loving
relationships.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 6-B-l
Fred -

expresses need to establish freer oommun1oat1on in order

to resolve d1tf1cult1es in relating to older people;
says he finds 1t hard to relate to his rather person-toperaon.

Steve (older member) - denies val1d1ty ot generation gap and
praises his relationships with his own ah1ldren as
examples or aonoern and honesty; discusses trials of
tam1ly lite especially aioknesa.

-

Jean -

eays it is especially hard for her to become independent

ot her possessive mother who is 111 and who is always
ottering unwanted presents.
aaye he is the youngest and his mother doesn't want
him to go either.

Pete (a pl'iest) - relates that it took nine years tor him to build
up a free and independent relationship with hia mother.
~

(a pr1eat) - begins long and painful d1acuas1ona

or

hi•

problems and frustrations trying to communicate with
h1a rel1g1oua superior and expresses tear ot growing
alienation from his religious community.

POCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 6-B-l
REACTIVE MOTI.VES

DISTURBING MOTIVES

-Anxiety generated by

-Need to establish freer
relationship with authorities.

frustrations in relating
with dittioult authorities.

SOLUTION:

-Seek advice from older member

ot the group.
-Anxiety over d1ttioulties

-Need tor constructive
relationship with authority

1n relating with superiors.
-Fear or alienation trom

figures.

oommunity.
SOLUTION: -Ask tor sup?Qrt and understanding
from the present group.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 6-A-2
(After several minutes
it

or

tense silence,

~

aaks

~

being the only woman in the group has made her

unoomtortable.)

...........
~·-

replies in the negative and then goes on to criticize
the group for its pasa1v1ty and retusal to cooperate
with her request tor feedback.

Chuck -

aays he is aware or reacting dit'terently to sue because
she is a woman.

He then confronts her with be

provocative in her continuing demand for feedback and
also for her seductive manner

Sue .............

or

dressing.

doesn't react to this confrontation but returns to a
discussion

or

the silences; says that she would be more

comfortable in silence with a group ot women.

Mik~

-

suggests that the silences may be a passive-aggressive
response directed against Sue by the men in the group.

-----

Mark -

weakly contront.s Sue with being aggressive during this
session but hastens to explain that he doesn't mean to
be deroga tocy.
Again Sue does not react directly to this confrontation
but admits to having a negative self-image.

-

sue -

makes a renewed requeat tor feedback t'rom Jim; she
suggesta that he may have some strong negative feelings
toward her and wants him to say so.

-Jim -

aoouaes her of being a manipulating woman (again) and

-Ron -

remarks that Sue•s 1ns1atenoe on feedback is appropriate

refuses to say more.

to the group situation after all and evel'Jone should be
willing to give and J:'eoeive it.

Bill agrees and blames

the whole group with tailing to provide feedback.

ID!! -

makes one final request for a feeling response from Jim
but he denies that he has any to give.

POCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 6-A-2
REACTIVE MOTIVES

DISTURBING MOTIVES
-Need to deal with female

-Anxiety over domineering
and aggressive behavior ot

aggression in the group.

lone female member in the
group.

SOLUTIONS: -Oppose her by being silent.
(restr1ot1ve)
-Disapprove

or

her attempts

to dominate the group.
-Heed tor construot1ve
group interaction.

-Anxiety over prolonged
antagonism.
-Anxiety over inability to
use feedback ettect1vely.

SOLUTIONS: -None at this time.

SUMMARY OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION

!. -

I-A-1

announces time for the start of the session and

Several members - remark that now it will be harder to talk to
each other.

Mike says that they can rely on Mark to

get things moving as soon as he comes.

l

l

·.1)I

'I~

!

T -

.;;;,.

remarks that the oontliot between Jim and sue trom the
previous session has remained unresolved.

Mike, Ron and

Jim express frustration at this.

-

sue -

says she is satisfied because everything was worked out
between her and Jim after the last session; says she ia
reluctant to irritate the others by turther discuas1on.

Albert -

cr1t1c1zee the group laok ot tl"Uet.
Bill asks it this is true

or

sue and Mark agree.

all such groups.

Chuok

says that from his experience it is.

-

sue -

praises the other group tor being more natural;
or1tio1zes present group.

Chuck, Mark and Ron

apologize tor cutting her ott at the last session.

-Sue -

asks Jim why he accused her of seducing him at the
last session.

He nervously replies that it was

because she was trying to be the center ot attention
1n the group.

-

Mike -

Bill~

Mark and Ron disagree with Jim.

says it is impossible to compare the two groups.

Jim

and Marie agree and react against comparisons with the
other group.

Albert -

remarks (with some embarrassment) that Sue is wearing
alacks instead

or

a dress.

Mark says that the men oan

wear skirts and she can wear the pants.

-

Mark -

ends the session by expressing gratitude that th1a
group experience has helped him realize his
det1o1eno1es in interpersonal relating.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION I-A-1

DISTURBING MOTIVES

REACTIVE MOTIVES

-Need tor productive dialogue
in the group.

-Anxiety over consequences
of initiating dialogue.

SOLUTIONS: -Be silent.

(restriotive)

-Rely on others to lead
dialogue.

-Need to resolve continuing
oontl1ct between two members.

(restrictive)
-Pear that it cannot be
resolved and truatrat1on
over failure

or

past

attempts.

SOLUTION:

-Assert that the conflict was
already resolved outside the
group.

-Need to be satisfied with the
group experience.

-Anxiety over lack

or

t?:'Uat

within the group.
-Anxiety generated by

unfavorable oompariaon

with the other group.
SOLUTIONS: -Praiee other group and cr1t1o1ze
present group.

(reetr1ot1ve)

-Regard the two groups aa ditterent
and ret\lee to compare them.
-Regard the preaent group experience
as valuable in some reapeota.
-Heed to reaolve male-temale
aont11cta within the group.

-Anxiety over aggreaaive
behavior by female member

ot the group.
·Pear ot being controlled
or seduced
SOLUTION:

by

her.

-Condemn aggressive and
eeduotive behavior.

SUMMARY OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 7-B·2
Fred ..

expresses feelings or depression because th• ••••ions
are about to terminate.

Several members - praise Fred tor significant selt-diaoloaure in
a previous session that paved the way ror moi-e personal
interaction in the group.
Wally -

praiaea Steve tor warm and intimate d1scuaa1on about hie

/

tam1ly in the previous session and apologizes tor not
responding at the time.

-

Don -

expresses regret that T was left out of the group
interaction.

Fred and Jean agree.

T responds by

beginning to talk about himself; says that he 1a a
cleric; admits that he would have preferred to
participate as an active member

or

the group.

Wall7, Steve, Jean and Ray - give T their impressions ot him tor

which he thanks them.
Ray -

states that he would like to etrefs the positive aiapeota

ot the group experience and comments on how ditticult
it is tor people to accept praise.

-Fred -

thanks Ray tor being warm and supportive; he squirms,
tries to toous the attention back on Fred and several
members comment on this.
Session ends with Ray expressing new and more positive
selt-image.

FOCAL CONFLICT ANALYSIS OP GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 7-B-2
DISTURBING MOTIVES

REACTIVE MOTIVES

-Need to continue meaningful
group interaction.

-Anxiety over impending
termination

or

group

sess1ona.
SOLUTION:

-Review progress or group and
pra1ae those who have contributed
to it.

-Need to please T.

-Anxiety over having
excluded him from the
group.

SOLUTION:

-Invite T to relate as group
member.

-Need to give deserved
positive regard.

-Anxiety over aocept1ng
praise.

SOLUTIONS: -Disapprove of attempts to
avoid praise.
-Admit personal growth in self

and others as a result ot the
group experience.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 8-B-l
(Session opens on a relaxed note.

Steve recites a

religious quote praising fellowship.
to term paper that is due.

Fred refers

Ray talks about tenae

experience at school and says that he has used the

group as a cathartic.)

-Fred -

tocuses on the here and now by remarking that the group
is terminating today and expresses hope that everyone
will remain involved right up to the end

or

the

session.
Pete -

sets the mood for positive regard by warm statement ot
his need tor people and thanks the group tor responding
to his needs.
There follows a long discussion, initiated by Steve 6
sympathizing with the d1tt1ault1es that the priests
in the group are having because or aelebacy.

Several

members ot the group share some anxiety over whether
their own choice or vocation was the right one tor them.
Ray and Fred - interrupt this discussion saying that the session

1s ending and some members may still have some important
things that they want to say.
Wallf -

leads several members in praising the group experience

tor having given them a rare opportunity to aay what
they really think.

There follows a long discussion on the value or
introspection versus interpersonal feedback.
(Session ends as several members express mixed
teelings of happiness and unhappiness over their
use

or

the group experience and express their hope

tor having similar experiences in the future.)

FOCAL CONlPLICT ANALYSIS OP OROUP IN'l'ERACTION SESSION 8-:B-l
REACTIVE MOTIVES

DISTURBING MOTIVF.S
-Need to share outside concerns
with the present group.

-Anxiety that some may not

have the chance to share

more serious concerns.
SOLU'l'IONS: -Agree to remain seriously
involved tor the entire session.
-Respond positively to expressed
needs of individual members.
•Need to air differences on
oonf"using issue of oelebacy.

-Fear ot misunderstanding
the values of others.
-Anxiety over helplessness.

SOLUTION:

-Be sympathetic and supportive.

:I

-Need tor security in one•s lite

situation.

-Anxiety over uncertainties
associated with making a

vocational choice.
SOLUTION:

-Agree that tlex1b111ty 18 a
good thing.

-Need tor others in order to
experience growthtul

-Fear of over-dependence.
-Anxiety over impending
termination

interaction.

or

the group

experience.
SOLUTIONS: -Praise introspection ae also
being conducive to growth.
-Resolve to continue attempts
at interpersonal growth.

SUMMARY OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 8-A-2
Albert -

expresses regret that T was not accepted into the group
and initiates a long discussion oonoerning T's role.
.lli.i
,,1
11

T expresses regret himself that he did not model

,,:'I
!j!
111

behavior tor the group by being a more active
participant; agrees to do so ror the remainder or the

l.....___ ___
session.

'i

-

Jim -

admits anxiety over the ambiguity ot T's participant/
observer role.

Mike and Mark agree,

Bill or1t1o1zes

T tor not breaking the tense silences.
T -

then focuses on sue who ie obviously tense and
distraught.

She nervously apologizes for her aggressive

behavior in previous sessions; wishes Jim had been more
helpful in breaking tense silences.
Mark and Mike - express pain over their failure to be more
understanding

or

people and join Chuck in regretting

missed opportunities tor growthtul interaction during
the group sessions.

....T -

invites Sue to tell the group what ia bothering her it
the time remaining is sutticient.

She begins to ory

and talks about her college student brother who has been
unjustly arrested and Jailed.

Group is very supportive

and compassionate.
~1ke

and T - encourage Ron who is remorseful over ta1lure to
benefit more trom the group experience.

on a note or warmth and optimism.

Session ends

FOCAL CONPLICT ANALYSIS OF GROUP INTERACTION SESSION 8-A-2
DISTURBING MOTIVES

REACTIVE MOTIVES

-Need tor constructive

-Anxiety over failure to

relationship with T.

accept T into the group.
-Anxiety generated by
ambiguity of T's role.

SOLUTIONS: -Criticize T for tailing to
define his role.
-Invite T to interact with the
group tor the remainder or the
session.
-Need to be helpful to
troubled member.

-Anxiety over short

{Sue)

time remaining.

SOLUTION: -Give Sue the option

or

revealing

or not revealing what is troubling
her.

Need to end session in a
positive manner.

-Anxiety generated by
feelings of guilt and remorse tor not deriving
greater benefit from the
group

L

experience.

SOLUTION:

-Pocus on positive aspects

or

the

group exper1enoe and be mutually
supportive and encouraging.

CHAPTER III

A.

Discussion of Findings

Characteristics of the Interactional Processes for Group A.
The interactional processes of disturbing motives and
reactive motives which characterized the interaction or Group A
revealed a series or attempts, not entirely successf'ul, to
achieve group cohesiveness.
sense defined

by

Cohesiveness is used here in the

Frank:

A cohesive group with proper standards
protects and enhances the self-esteem or its
members, fortifies their ability to consolidate
and maintain beneficial changes in behavior or
attitudes, helps them to resolve conflicts, and
fac111t·~tes constructive release of reel1ngs. (1)
The diff'1oult1es of Group A in resolving conflicts,, an essential

element of group cohesiveness, is illustrated by the tact that
the disturbing motive, a need to experience meaningful Group

interaction, reappeared consistently with slight variation
throughout most or the eight interaction sessions.

It waa not

until the seventh session that an enabling solution to the
conflict between this need and the anxieties that appeared as
(l)

J.D. Frank, "Some Determinants, Manifestations, and Effects
of Cohesiveness in Therapy Groups," International Journal ot
Group Psyohotherap7, 7 (1957), 60-61.

reactive motives to blook its tultillment waa finally reached.

A

turther 1lluatration or Group A•a 1nab111ty to reaolve contl1ots
centered around a recurring oontliot between two members.

The

group•e need to resolve this contl1ct appeared as a disturbing
otive 1n the titth, sixth, and aeventh interaction sessions.
e statement that the oontlict had indeed been resolved, but outI

side the group interaction aeaeiona,wae tinally ottered as a
!
111

restrictive solution.

A still turther example ot Group A's

dittioulty in achieving ooheaiveneaa waa its 1nab111ty to

I
ll,I
'~

nhanoe, a1gn1t1oantly, the aelt-eateem or its members.

Scrutiny

t the reactive motives or each or the eight interaction aeaa1ons
revealed anxieties aaaociated with chronic negative selt-1mages
nd a pere1atent tear ot engaging in a1gn1t1cant aelr-diaolosure.
e existence or these reactive rears and the failure to alleviate

I

J
~
1i11

ij~'l,i'
I

I
,j'I

1111

11111

them by enhancing the aelt-eateem ot ita members inhibited

''IiIr'':

11';,,

ttempta within Group A to exercise initiative and engage in
1gn1r1oant interaction throughout the course ot the eight

II'~'

t
~

111
1,11

11'

''I

II~

nteraction aeseione.
All ot this 1e not to

.111

1·!

II

••11

i

however, that Group A's

nteraotional experience was without growth or movement or that
ta failure to achieve cohesiveness was total.

Enabling

olut1ona arrived at 1n the third, tourth, t1tth, eeventh, and

'1'i
';i

eighth interaction sessions showed a definite progreaaion from
restrictive solutions to more enabling ones.

Group A'• ability

to suooeasf'ully resolve certain tocal conflicts (e.g., competition
with the other group and the ambivalent role ot T) did improve,
although certain others were lett resolved; an example ot thia
being the contl1ct between sue and Jim which persisted throughout
the eight interaction sessions despite the ettorta ot the group
to resolve 1t.

Moreover, the enabling solutions arrived at

during the above-mentioned interactions were such as to facilitate
a oonstl'Uctive release ot feelings and bring about understanding
and supportive behavior within the group.
Charaoteriatioe ot the Interaot1onal Prooeaaee tor Group B.
The 1nteraotional processes in terms ot disturbing motives,
reaot1ve motives, and aolut1ona which characterized Group B•a
interaction ••••1ona showed cons1de:rable progreeaion and movement
throughout the eight aeaaiona.

The d1aturb1ng motives ot the

t1rat two ••••1ona retlected a need to aoh1eve group coheaiveneaa.
that

1•• a need to reel autt1oientl7 tree and aecure in the group

situation that personal teelinga could be aired and problem•
solved.

57 the third aeaa1on. the dea1re tor intillao7 in

interpersonal relating and the wish to be treed ot 1nh1b1t1ng
detenae mechanism• appeared aa d1aturb1ng mot1vea.

An examination

or the d1sturb1ng motives 1n the fourth through eighth seaaionri
showed a considerable ability to express very personal needs and
wishes betore the group.

A

rew examples 0£ theae were a need

tor greater security in intimate relationships, need to resolve
painful oontl1cts with authority figures, and a wish to express
warm positive regard to disturbing members

or

the group.

A scrutiny or the reactive motives which appeared in Group
B's interaction sessions revealed great willingness by the
members or this group to air anxieties and attempt to work through
them together.

Here, too, growth and progression were

oharaoteriatic or the lite or this group tor the same rears and
anxieties rarely appeared again once they had been aired and
attempts had been made to resolve them.

Anxiety over competing

with others in the group, rear or contl1ct and hoat111ty, and a
reactive tear over how to uae the group experience oonatruot1vely
were themes which appeared 1n the reactive motives
three sessions.

or

the tirat

'l'he reactive motives from the fourth session

all the way through the eighth, on the other hand, showed a
movement toward sharing reactive tears or an 1noreaa1ngl1 personal
nature in the lives or the group members.

These in turn became

matter tor concern and interaction within the group situation
itaelt.

By

wa7 or 11luatrat1on, some or the anxieties wh1oh

appeared as reactive motives in the fourth through eighth
sessions oentered around reara or loss or separation from the
most significant person in one•a life, anxiety over inability
to relate constructively with authority figures, and the fear

of loneliness.
From the standpoint or the solutions, or attempts to l'esolve
the focal oonflictsz which were part or the interaction in Group B,.
by

far the greater number were enabling as opposed to disabling

or restrictive solutions.

In tact, the ability to arrive at

enabling solutions with a oertain ease and etreotivenesa was
characteristic

or

Group B1 s interaction.

A aorutiny

or

the

attempts that were made by Group B to resolve tooal conflicts
showed that frank oontrontation, supportive dialogue, and an
open sharing of feelings were frequently chosen by the group as
enabling solutions to its oontlicts.
seen 1n Wally's confrontation

or

Examples ot this oan be

Steve in the aeoond session,

the support given to Fred in the tourtb session tor his emotional
request for incorporation into the group, and the warm expreaa1ona

ot poe1tive regard given to Ray in the seventh session.

Comparison ot the Interaotional Prooeasea Characterizing
Group A and Group B.
Comparisons

or

the 1nteract1onal prooeases oharaoterizing

and Group B revealed a number
the two groups.
otives,

Grou~

or

s1gn1tioant d1fferenoea

From the standpoint of d1sturb1ng

B showed considerably more movement and progression
The need to function constructively as a group

ppeared, in one variation or another, throughout most or the
13ht sessions or Group A's interaction.

The continuing

eappearance of this need indicated the difficulties which this
roup raced in attempting to resolve the conflict between the
1sturb1ng impulse and the reactive rears which blocked its
lf111ment.

In Group B, however, the need to function

onstructively as a group had been adequately met so that it did
ot reappear as a disturbing motive in subsequent interaction
Greater movement on the part of Group B rrom one
nx1ety-provok1ng issue to another can also be seen in the
eactive motives whioh distinguished the interaction

or

Group B

rom that which was oharacterietio of Group A.
Another difference between Group A and Group B,whioh can be
een by a scrutiny or the disturbing and reactive motives
haraoteriz1ng the two groups• 1nteraot1onJ is that the members or
roup B were more able to bring highly personal needs and
nxieties trom their private lives before the group tor aupport,
1souss1on, and enlightenment.

Illustrations or this can be seen

in Fred's need to abandon behavior patterns which distanced him
from people and his warm request; for aooeptance by the group in
the fourth interaction session.

A further example which occurred

in the fifth interaction session was Wally's anxiety over loss or
separation from his wite upon whom he admitted greatly depending.
A scrutiny

or

the solutions offered to the focal oonfliots

which characterized the interaction

or

the two groups showed a

greater proportion ot enabling to restrictive or disabling
solutions on the part of Group B than on the part of Group A.
That is to say that the incidence of restriotive solutions was
higher in Group A's interaction than in Group B's.

Group B then

was more suocesstul than Group A in resolving focal conflicts
between disturbing impulses and reactive rears.
A partial explanation

1nteraot1ons

or

tor the differences in the

Group A and Group B is to be attributed to the

ditterenoes in the personalities or the members or the two groups.
A particular difference existed in the personalities of the two
women who were the lone female members in each group.

Sue, in

Group A, was oharaoteristically aggressive, hostile, and
manipulative.

Jean, 1n Group B, on the other hand, was

consistently gentle and made no attempt to dominate her group.
Another difference is that Group B experienced fewer clashes

between individual members than did 0l'OUP A and was better able
to resolve those wh1oh did ooour.
Diaouaaion ot the Relationship Between Group A and Group B.
An examination ot the disturbing motives, reaotive motives,
and solutions, the 1nteraotional pl"Ooeaaea that characterized the
two groups, ahowed that 1nteract1onal position was a taotor that
intluenoed the naturae or the interaction itself.

An example ot

thia oan be aeen from the tact that the need to compete
aucoeaatull~

and a related anxiety over poaaible failure in

competitive a1tuat1ona,appeared aa disturbing and reactive
motives in both Group A and Group B, but only when they occupied
the aeoond 1nteraot1onal poaition.

Thia would lead to the

hypothesis that in a group-on-group situation, the observing
gt'O'Up tends to compare itaelt with the group being observed and
that this intluences the prooeaaee of its own 1nteraot1on aeaa1on.

A turther example of the influence exerted through 1nteract1onal position can be eeen in a study of the anxieties which
appeared aa reactive motives in the two groups.

Ot the eight

1ntel'act1on eeaa1one, the seventh waa the onlJ one in which
relat1onahip could not be aeen between oerta1n ot the reactive
motives of the gt"OUp in the t1rat 1nteraot1onal position and
those in the second 1nteraot1onal poaition.

In other words,

there waa a strong tendency tor the anx1etiea ot the tirat group
on a particular day to be taken up and become part or the
anxieties or the interaction oharaoterizing the group that
tollowed.
A atud7 or restrictive aolut1ona as d1at1ngu1ahed trom
enabling solutions showed that moat or the tormer, almost twioe
aa ma07, were tound when the respective groups occupied the tirat
1nteract1onal position than when they were in the aecond position.
In other words, there was an observed relationship between b91ng
in the tirat interactional position and a lessening or the
group•a ability to arrive at enabling solutions.

Being in the

second 1nteract1onal position, on the other hand, was a taotor
that enhanced the ab111tJ ot both groups to arrive at enabling
aolut1ona.
A reatriotive solution ie one that 1a directed primarily
to alleviating tears even at the expenee ot aat1aty1ng or
expreaaing the disturbing motive.

S1noe, in the present atudy,

the majority ot such aolutiona occurred in the t1ret 1nteraot1onal
position, we can hJPotheaize that either the anx1et1ea ot the
group are more intense in the tirat position than theJ are in the
aeoond. or that the group•a resources tor alleviating anx1et1ea
are leas developed in the first than the7 would be in the eecond

1nteraot1onal position.

Support tor thia hypothesis can be

gathered trom the tact that, according to the design ot the

present atudy, the only significant taotor diat1ngu1ah1ng the
experience ot the group in the tirat 1nteraot1onal position from
that in the aeoond position was the differing intervals ot time
between interaotion aeaaiona.

The

group

in the tirat position

began ita interaction atter the aign1tioant time lapse or one
week since its last interaction.

Thia time lapse aeema to have

resulted in a certain inertia that resisted the natural movement

ot the group toward the alleviation or anxieties and the arrival
at enabling solutions to rocal oonr11cta.

The group in the

second interactional position, however, by observing the tirat
group

and givinc it teedback had already begun to interact even

before the start ot 1ta own interaction session and was able to
begin that aeaaion arter an interval or only ten m1nutea.

The

shortness ot thia time lapse allowed the aeoond gl'OUp to begin
its 1nteraot1on aeaaion tree ot the inertia which burdened the
t1ret group thus enhancing ite ability to arrive at enabling
aolut1ona to tooal oontlicta.

Consequently, 1nteraot1onal

position ia aeen trom th1a study aa being a determining ractor
1n the 1nteraot1onal prooeaaea ot groups in a group-on-group
s1tuat1on.

~ome
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Indioationa as to SUonort or Rejection ot Pronoait1on 13

ot Whitaker and Lieberman ReRardinK Small Qrouo Proceaaea.
Proposition 13 ot Whitaker and Lieberman reads as tollowas
The equilibrium ot group torcea at the cloae
ot a session heavily influences the eventa
ot the next session.
(1) It the equilibrium at the oloae or a
session is marked by emphasis on the
disturbing motive, the patients are likely
to mobilize defenses against the disturbing
impulse during the interval. The bes1nning
ot the next session will be marked bJ the
eatabliahment ot more restrictive aolutiona
and/or greater emphasis on reactive tears.
(2) It the equilibrium at the oloae or a
seaaion 1a marked bJ emphasis on the reactive
motive, the patient• are 11kel1 to mobilize
defenses against their fears durins the
interval. The next aeaaion will be marked
by a reduced anxiety level and the eatabli•hment ot solutions which cope auoceaatullJ with
reactive tears. (1)
Thia proposition pertains to the question ot continuity between

group sess1ona and makes auggest1ona aa to the nature ot the
carry-over trom one group session to the next.

The design ot the

present study in which complete tooal oontlict analyses were
worked out tor two separate groups meeting over an eight-week
period ottered an excellent opportunity to explore this
proposition.

In order to do so, a close scrutiny was made ot the

(1) Dorothy Stock Whitaker and Morton A. Lieberman,

Paychothera~ Through the Group Process (New Yol'k: Atherton
Presa, i§61i , p. 91.

~
~

I

I~
1:

disturbing motives, reactive motives, and the t11>ea ot solutions
ottered, i.e., enabling versus restrictive, throughout the eight
interaction aeaa1ona ot both Group A and Group B.

Then a

compariaon waa made between the tooal oontl1ot units which ended
each group•• interaction and those at the beginning ot the next
session to determine in each caae whether the emphasis remained
on the disturbing impulse or reactive tear, aa the caae may have
been, or whether 1 t shifted atter the 1ntel'Val ot one week.•
Finally, the solutions ot eaoh interaction aeas1on were
scrutinized to determine what 1ntluence, 1t any, the reactive
motives at the close ot the previous aeaaion may have had upon
them.
The present study ahowed individual instances in which
the 1nteraot1onal prooesaea lent aupport to the t1rat part ot
Proposition 13 but they did not support it consistently throughout
the eight interaction sessions.

The second part ot Proposition 13,

however, 1• supported oona1stently throughout the present atud7.
For Group A, the emphasis at the ooncluaion ot the tirst 11x
aess1ons remained on the d1aturb1ng 1mpulaea which were
oonaiatently blocked by reactive tears.

The solutions in eaoh

auooeeding session were charaoteriatioally reatr1ot1ve rather
than enabling.

It was not until the seventh aeaa1on that this

trend was bl"Oken.

The equilibrium at the olose ot that aeea1on

was marked by an emphasis on the reactive motive and the tollowina
session waa characterized by enabling solutions.

The interaotione ..

prooeaaea ot Group B were even more explicit in the support lent
to Pl"Opoe1t1on 13.

The third through the seventh interaction

sesaiona closed with an emphasis on reactive tears.

The

succeeding aeaaions, in aooordanoe with part two ot Proposition
13, were mariced

by

reduced anxiety levels and the establishment

ot enabling solutions which permitted the group to cope
suoceaatully with reactive tears.

I'
1
1!

I

I
I
I

B.
Baaed

Conclusions

on the present studz the tollowins hzyotheaea

have been formulated tor turther reaearoh 1nveat1gat1on:
I:

l)

In a group-on-group situation, each group tends

to make comparative evaluations of itself with
reterenoe to the other, or observed group.
2)

These oomparative evaluations influence each group's
1nteraot1onal process.

3)

In a group-on-group situation, the tirat
interaotional position is characterized by a
greater incidence ot restrictive solutions than
1a the second position.

4)

In a continuing aeries of single group interaction
aess1ona, there is a positive :aelationahip between
the time interval between interaction aeasiona and
the incidence ot restrictive aolutiona.

5)

The group-on-group laboratoey situation is more
etfeot1ve in promoting the resolution or tocal
oontliota through the development ot enabling
solutions because the members are exposed to
both an "actual" as well as a "vicarious
lea
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5th Interaction, lat Period, November 17, 12§9

The opening remarlca were d1tt1cult to understand.
sue

t

A cloud ia still hanging over us.
I think he's coming (referring to Mark).
him earlier this morning.

(Pause and then expreaaiona ot reliet at

I

saw

Marie:~

&!9r1val.)

round a beautitul place to

Mark

• • • Just tn time.
park.

Chuck

Well, it looks like everybodJ'• here now. we won•t
have anything to ••• (al1ghtl7 nel"V'oua laughter)

I

(pause ot several minutes)

I

L

sue

don't know it an7bod)r elae feels like this but
tor me it•s very paintul, this silence. Ma7be
others are not experiencing it as auoh but I teel
very uncomfortable.

Mark

I•m glad I was late. I missed the twenty or thirt1
seconds or it betore.

Mike

You oan alwa7a read something iato silence. We
talked about thie before. In some cases, you can
be silent and be comfortable but in here this 1a
supposed to be auch a dynamic tJP• thing that
silence • • • you aaid it makes you reel bad. It
makes me reel bad too., but I think maybe we read
more into it than 1• aotuallJ there.

Albert

I was thinking that this group • • • it we met a
couple or times in the oateter1a, it 1• a ditrerent

I

atmosphere. We aren• t ao restricted aa 1t were •••
like over a cup ot cottee.
sue

think maybe that'• why I experienoe long periods
ot silence because by my very nature I'm not a shy
person. In sooial interaction with people I 1ra not
withdrawn or quiet. I'm usually Just not seated
there as an observer • • • and ao coming into a
group like this where we Just a1t tor long periods
• • • I find it unoomtortable because it•a Juet not
my nature Just to ait among friends or people that
I know or even people that I have come to know over
a period ot a tew weeka. So I think this tor me
• • • 1a why I come to a group and I think I can
call you my tr1enda now • • • and then Just to oome
and look at each other without some kind ot
interaction. • •

T

Yet thoae t1rst couple ot minutes you hesitated to
intervene too, didn't 7ou?

Sue

Well, I think I probably got to a point where • • •
like I say there 1• a certain period where it may
not become unoomtortable but then when nothing ia
aa1d there•a a point where I reach • • • 1t•a a
vet'J' strained ••• ao I suppose ••• that's why
I broke the ailence.

T

I wonder it you would bear that much unoomtortableneaa
in a more casual situation?

Sue

What do you mean

T

Well, ah •••

Sue

outaide the gl'O'Up?

I

IRON

casual?

Yea, outside the group too. I Just wonder i t ;you'd
bring up less a1gn1t1oant things to talk about.
Sue

You mean would I not talk about things not pertinent
to the group, not in the here and now?

IT

Well, anything that would break the silence.

Albert

'l'hat•a what I aa1d. It all ot us Just met outside
tor a cup ot cottee or something we'd be Just
talking.
I'm curious about what's the ditterenoe here.

Albert

Here they tind ••• I tind myself. I'm caretul
what I talk. I don't see the same thing ••• I
don•t apply it outside. I•m just oaretul I•m
speaking only tor myself.

Marie

SJ the nature

Albert

Exactly, that•s what I wanted to say.

ChUOk

Or you could spend the whole time over a cup ot
oottee talking about how crummy the Beare were.
I think there•a something about this expectation.
we could have launched into a long elaborate
diaouaaion about how bard it is to t1nd parking
places around here and impossible to tind a good
one., but somehow or another I didn't think that
was ~ppropr1ate • • • aort1ng out maybe well
that 1 a not the appropriate thing to bring up and
searching ai-ound tor what 1a •••

Mark

In a casual conversation, you can move trom something
like a diaouaaion or parking tao111t1es to a deep
d1acuas1on. It•a much more oomtortable. The tact
that we have desks here and we•re in a olaasroom
also makes the thing • • • the converaation aeema
somewhat oonatrioted. I would muoh prefer sitting
in a lounge type area myaelt. It wouldn't have
the environment or a olaaaroom and I think it would
be a little more eas7 that way.

ot the group we expect ourselves to
say something a1gn1t1oant at all timea., something
personal. It doesn•t come out at all times. We
can over a cup ot oottee when we•re not expected
to say something a1gn1tioant,aay it more easily.

(pauae - unoomtortable •'l•nce ot several minutes)
Ron

I had th1a experience when we first started • • • I
teal aillJ' Juat • • • here we are you know and
we•re all thinking pretty much the same thing. I

-

Just reel a1lly.

sue

I think I probablr reel very th1'88tened b7 the group
because it I aa1 something., someone will ear '1 that• a
not right." I think we•re thinking about what•a the
right thing to say. Ie this going to be appropriate
or ia this going to be titting or • • • •Jbe it
we•re all thinking ia this going to be appropriate
instead ot Just being ouraelvea and being open too,
but I think we're all • • • ia this going to be
right or are they going to think it's aupert1o1al.
Thia kind ot atitlea me • • • I think Just the last
three or tour m1nutea ••• It we're alwa7a going to
be thinking, is this going to be appropriate,we•re
not really going to be ouraelt. I mean it we•re
sitting thinking what I aa1 1• this going to be
alright, is it going to be accepted or not acoepted,
I get the reeling that whatever rou ear is going to
be cut apart.

Albert

Thia reeling • • • theae last Mondays • • • I aee the
ditterence between last week and today.

Marie

Why didn't 7ou 01 something then that would ease our
teelinga? I know I can it I wanted to aay something
. • • I was accepted very warmly and I don•t have
an7 regrets tor saying what I did and ah. I certainly
reel that 1t anyone elae has anything th97 want to
aa7 that they should make an attempt towards it
beoauae the strong odda atte that it would be accepted.

Jim

I share that reeling with 1ou. Mark. I waa accepted
and I tound the ailenoe very peaceful • • • and I was
actually hoping that it would have gone on a little
bit longer because I telt very comfortable with the
group and I think 1t•1 the result ot the acceptance
that I telt laet week ao it waa no strain at all.

Bill

I teel accepted by the group along with Jim very
much but I am not aa oomtortable aa you would be
with the silence.

Jim

I think what it did to me was that it opened up my
truat in the group and my teel1ng 1• that nobody's
saying anything but there•a a lot ••• I don't know

','

:1,

......

what to call it, there•• a lot ot ab111t7 here and a
lot ot initiative and that sort of thing around and
the group will kind of take care of ••• eo I didn't
reel anr need to come in and patch things up. I think
that•s why I reel comfortable in silence without
bringing too many things out because I gained truat in
the group last week.
Bill

Oetting back to last week, several times I thought
about Mal'lc and what be said last week and perhaps,
the way he said it. It Just seemed to come out ao
nicely and I was taken up bJ the empathy in the group
in listening to him. I figured this wasn't present
in earlier aeaaiona but last week it waa rally around
the tlag and I thought this was great.

Albert

But the same thing had happened in the previous group
laat week. I mean the other group had • • •

Bill

Right.

Albert

• • • the aame empathetic reeling so I detect the
same thing in our own group and we telt togetherness
immediately because ot it ••• today, I find ua not
together.

Mike

It•a kind ot 1ntereat1ng the last time we had a slow
atart and felt uncomfortable attar aee1ng aomebod1
else interact or • • •

Mark

'l'h1• probably is a good reason tor • • • like last
week we weren•t tirat and were able to •xPreaa
ourselves in a certain way • • • • came aoroea waan•t
rejected but was aooepted. I personally telt more
comfortable in that situation and waa able to express
my teel1ngs because I aaeumed that my group also
would not reject me baaed on the knowledge I had at
the time. It the aame situation would happen again
to me, I oertainl7 would aa7 it and not hesitate
because 1111 feelings wette reinforced b7 the actual
happenings laat week that I wae accepted and I Just
••• right now, I oan•t see any reason whJ' a person
would hesitate to aa7 something that the group might
help him with.
lnauae)

T

Well, I wonder it we can do anything about sue•a
uncomtortableneas. That seems to be a veriJ genuine
reeling that she has.

ChUOk

I share Sue•a uncomtortableness. It's kind or a
reaction to what haa gone on it the ~ast too, I
don't know, but I kind or thought you were Nterring
to things that happened weeks ago • • • talking about
somebody boiling it down to chit chat and ah, I gueas
maybe that's the reeling I have too. I don't trust
enough to put torth obit chat, you know. I Juat
don•t ••• I don't think I have a block buster like
Mark had last week.

sue

And I think even it 7ou did have something • • • a
deep reeling, ah, that you wanted to share with the
group ••• well, I don't teel that toda1, at least
right now, you know • • • when you come in and
there•a this long pause ••• I wouldn•t teel
comfortable saying how Mark stavted last week but
again I think it waa •ybe beoauae the other group
went first and there was more reeling ot, I can say,
thia to the group. I Juat wouldn't reel that it I
wanted to say something or a verJ deep nature now
that I could, that I have a closeness or a warmth
to the group at thie particular time. And I think
this 1• important. You have to have a certain feeling
ot confidence and trust in the group. In the course
or the laat week, I have been thinking about th1a
particular thing, um, I think last week we ended on
thia and it wae in regard to you .. Jim. You mentioned
something about youraelr being a manipulator or
eeduoing. I was wondering. 81'9 you comfortable in
this reeling or being a manipulator? And the reason
I 1a7 that ia beoauae I wae looking over the oourae
or these sees1ona 1 and you said it yourself, and I
thought,he doea seem to have a ve1!y manipulating way,
you know, cutting down some of the thin&• that I have
nid. You oome back and • • • I Juat wonder it JOU
feel comfortable in manipulating people?
I d~n't know about comfort ••• that doean•t aeem to
aa7 too much.
1'

It says a lot to me.

It you•re oomtortable ••• II

,!,

talking to Bill more when going tor a cup ot oottee

II

Well, out or this class I 1 ve gotten to know • • •
Albert

So I thought she seems to know him better //

sue

Well, even say Ron,who I don't really know, I teel
closer I think • • •
(Sue and Albert talk over each other)

Albert

• • • the previous acquaintance • • • in here

• • •

Here and now 1n the context of this group.
Albert

That's what I was trying to clarity because you must
have had previous • • • like I was with you tor aix
courses so I know • • •

~ue

I•m thinking more or here and now situations, in the
context or this group.

T

Sue, I waa ve'l."'f distracted by something elae • • • I
may be mistaken about what was going on. I sensed a
considerable tension 1n you and nervouaneaa when you
were talking about these things • • • to the point
where I almost didn't hear what you were saying to
him. I may be wrong. I haven't sat right next to
you betol'e so maybe I didn•t notice previously.

1\I

f.!!

~II

Well, I think //
Maybe there•a stronger reel1nga going on here that
you expressed in this way rather than a more exp11o1t
taah1on.
Explicit?

T

Well 1 talking about them.
Well, I think in the earlier seaa1ons 1 I even told
Jim I was very' hostile toward him and some ot the
things that I was • • • aay on one particular Monda~
I put out several things and he kept coming in and,
you know, at leaat I sensed almost 11ke that'• not
1'

!

I wa• Just trying to • • • 111 reaction to that • • •
7our word comfort. What means more to me 1• honeat7
or d1shoneat7. I would have to ea7 I teel somewhat
dishonest. I gueaa that doea make me somewhat
uncomtortable although I think 1t 1 a ao ••• I•m so
uaed to it that I don•t reall7 teel that uncomtortable

'
J

1

ue

J

I

II
I
I

aenee there•a Juat something ••• I don't think
• • • and 7ou aaid that you truat the group ao ma7be
I can aa7 this. I don•t feel that I could trust 7ou
to reall7 get very close to you. 'l'here•a something
that • • • compared to Bill or some ot the other
people in the group • • • ma7be this 1a your reaction
to me. Maybe, it's a one-to-one thing, that there•a
something that I don•t feel comfortable in 7our
presence like even on a one-to-one. I th1nk we•ve
interacted in the hall sometime, but it •~em• like I
could never reel comfortable like I could with Bill.
I don•t know why it 1a, ah •••
I

You must have had some olaaaea previoualJ with Bill,
no? You wctre together with him in some courses, with
Bill.
Yeah, but we never interacted that much, really.
Whereas with Jim • • • II
Well, I had aeen JOU (Jim) and I think I knew you
before. I•m Juet saying here and now in these
groupe, whether it•a outside or inside ••• I•m
thinking right here. And when I NJ interacting I
mean here in the group, outside the oirole but in
the context or th1a olaaa. I mean I have this
reeling ••• '
Well, I think rou•re saying there's something about
There•a
something with me, maybe it•a my own d1acomtort with
being a manipulator that oomes through to other
people. I•m kind ot interested in what Albert waa
leading up to with your • • • remark.

me that creates d1atanoe between you and I.

Yee, because I thought I was connecting it with, you
~-------kn_o_w_,_t_ha_t_s_1_1_1_w_ou_1_d_ha_v_e_b_ee_n_._._._x_•_•_e_h_•_r____
l

lbert

appropriate here or another time when I tried to open
myaelt to the group and I pretaoed it by risk "how do
I come across to you" and then he'd aay like he Just
wanted nice atutt, that waan•t mf point at all, you
know, we think you're very nice or we like 1ou. And
then, so last Monda1 when it ended on him and he was
aaying manipulator, seduce people. in the course ot
the week I was thinking maybe this 18 what he waa
trying with me. Everything I would aay would • • •
like trying to manipulate the group, ah, and I juat
wondered it he telt oomtortable. Some people maybe
do, maybe he does. I think that•a why I waa very
hoatile, maybe that•• why I said 1t with certain
tension and teeling when I aaid it.
T

You uaed one word that reallJ caught my ear there,
Sue, when you were talking about Jim manipulating,
J'OU said "out ott."
I generally don•t think or a
manipulator aa someone who cuts people ott, that
sort ot g1vea me the opposite reeling.

Sue

well, manipulating a group, in other words, i t someone
aa1a something and he doean•t want it he can either
inappropriate or • • • in manipulating and take it
trom there. This 1a what the context that I waa
using "out ott" or "manipulating,n manipulating
another.

••1

Jim

Your reterenoe to me being unoomtortable doing that
manipulating or whatever, it is that I'm doing •••
the reason that doesn't ring a bell tor me, that ia
the word diacomtort, at least not very atrongl1 or
very loudlJ• 18 beoauae it•a something that I don•t
know when l'm doing it. I think laat time tor the
t1rst time I got a verr olear picture or 1t. Perhaps
then I became somewhat uncomfortable with it. So I'm
not ••• I don•t think it waa a oonaoiou• thing.
I think 1t waa probably •• , I wasn't coneo1oualy
trying to manipulate and I think that makes it all
the more aerioua , •• a1noe I waan•t aware ot it,
there was no oonao1oua d1aoomtort then. I don't know
i t that says anything to you or not, d1ahoneat1 ia
the word that haa meaning tor me in what you• re
saying.

~-s_u__________1.....,.d~o-n_•_t_u_n_d_e_r_a_t_a_nd-....-d-1_s_h_o_n_e_a...,_1_n___w_~
__t_?____________._.

Jim

Well, I aee manipulation as baaioally dishonest. a
dishonest way ot relating with people and when I
aee DIJ'•elt doing thia, and aa I aay I got hints of
it last week. It somewhat frightens me beoauae I
become frightened ot myself that I am thie dishonest
and maybe there may be some d1aoomtort resulting from
that but that•a not the moat important thing to me.

I
I

Mark

II

You haven•t struck me aa being manipulative in any
way but • • • atruok me ae being detenaive.

Ron

I was going to aay manipulative too. As I remember,
you applied it to 70Uraelt and I haven't been able
to really sense it but you were talking about it as
it it were a foregone oonolueion or something.

I'
t

II

would accept the word defensive in reterenoe to
myaelt but I would think when thinking it over trom
last week, I would aee that as a torm ot manipulation.
I mean I manipulate people by keeping them away and
this is obviously what I do to Sue at least she senaea
it and understood it. She reels a distance which
I

I

II

''

11 • • •
ike

I see it different though. You manipulate somebody
to keep them trom getting too close or you manipulate
them because 7ou don't like them and they aa7 you
reacted betore I thought you were touchy and someone
who is touchy manipulates people to keep them away,
you know, I•m kind ot sensitive, don•t get too olose
and that to me is a more realistic way ot
manipulating than to manipulate somebody to hurt them
or to control them and I never sensed you as a
controlling manipulator, maybe a touchy manipulator.

think that aays it better, yeah, I would aooept
that. I'm not trying to be a martyr but I think
that•a right and makea good aenae.

I

Sue, do you get that feeling ot Jim manipulating and
avoiding the attack • • • I telt very much that you
were attacking Jim here and I haven•t telt any
response at all except some kind ot queat1on ot
semantics.

Jim

I

I
I

I

II

Albert

Last week you know sue put ;rou on the spot again • • •
brought out.

Jim

I waa toroed out. Well, I telt strongly then that I
waa tluahed out into the open and at first I didn't
particularly care to come out.

Bill

I waa surprised last week when you said you thought
youraelt a manipulator. I never looked upon you that
way nor did I look upon you ae being detenaive. I
juet thought, you know, it you weren't that oloae
to people, it waa a ahrneas rather than a oonaoioua
manipulation or detenaiveneaa that "I don•t want J"OU
to be oloae to me." I just looked upon it that J1m 1 a
kind ot ahy, that's all. I never oarried it any
turther.

Jim

In my mind though, it all comes down to the aame
thing, •hJ'neaa, detenaiveneaa, manipulation, the
way that J"OU (Mike) were describing it. Aa waa
said, the shyness would be, aa I see it in DIJ'•elt,
tied up with the detensiveneas.

Bill

I

Mark

Let me give you an example. I had a situation a week
ago Priday which 1• a1m1lar. A bunch ot trienda and
myaelt were playing tackle tootball and there was one
tellow who waa ve17 wary ot getting inJured and be wa1
the quarterback and everytime he was about to be
tackled he would 1nat1nct1vely bring up his knee or
his elbow and he put three people on the sidelines
tb~gh defense.
Really, he kneed a person very
badly in the groin and it waan•t ••• you know it
waa a pure detenaive maneuver to prevent that person
from getting to bim, obviously illegal, and even
though he didn't mean thia, he put the person on the

t

It

l
I
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II

I telt manipulated a little by sue and maybe this ia
a little more ot my detensivenesa but I was kind ot
determined not to be the spotlight today ot the group
and when sue started ooming through I thought, Oh,
God • • • (general laughter) so I telt somewhat
manipulated. I did teel that I could drag you back
out ot it.

oan•t ••• see them as synonymous.

sideline and hurt him good. Jim aomea across to me
1n the same way. Whatever manipulation he teels in
himaelt is a form or preventing himself trom getting
hurt and it's not meant to hurt anyone else. I don•t
think he meant to hurt you in that remark he made,
Sue. at the second aeaa1on with that riak business
wh1oh I remember quite well, but it was an attempt
to keep that wall in tront ot him perhaps so that he
wouldn't be hurt. It wasn•t meant to be an attack on
you. It was just saying keep away trom me because I
don't want to get into something right now and by
making that remark he put you on the sidelines. I
don't think it waa a conscious ettort to ••• II

t

I
f

I

II
I

sue

I think I waa already on the sideline several times
prior to that by Jim but when this third one came
up • • • and as I recall there waa a long period ot
ailenoe, long period. and Ron had aaid something
about the t1rat aeaa1on or about me trying to be a
good sensitivity member or something ao ah, this
was towards the end and so. atter a long period of
ailenoe, I thought maybe others reel this way towards
me so that's why' I reel atter a third attempt I put
it out again betore the group. I telt he threw me on
the sidelines a third time. The third time I really
telt hoat111ty towards him because I had said something two other timea trying to get something going
and that third time I really ••• that•a when fD7
hostility, that's when I really telt he thought I
waa Just trying to get a lot ot flattering remarks
or something.

Mark

But couldn't you accept it a little bit easier? You
telt and I know Jim • • • it was not meant to out you
out.

Sue

Arter about the third time you kind or feel like. • •
he aays he likes the long silences so it waa probably
like "be quiet we don•t want any kind ot reeling or
openness" and I got ••• I really was, I felt very
ancrJ about this, atter the third time. Th~ tirst
or second time I thought o.K. so we•re quiet tor about
seven or eight minutes or ao the third time I did I
had some strong reeling.

!

I

I'I
I

'I

I'm beginning to wonder though, Sue, how much ot
your tright is with me now.
You know I kind ot have the teeling that

JOU• re

mad

at the whole group tor not coming to Jour reaoue or
something.
Pardon me.

ot
a aenae that you were mad at the whole group tor not
coming to Jour rescue. Were you?
I kinda got when you were talking Just then aort

sue

Well, no one ••• probably, no one made any attempt
to, JOU know, it was Juat out ott with what he said,
nothing elae, I don•t think there were anJ other
reelers out. It waa Juet you shouldn't have used the
word riak betore, in other worda, you were just
looking tor a lot ot nice talk. And no, no one did
like "I don't' think she meant that, or did you mean
that Suen? I think I did later on aay that I
certainly didn•t mean 1t in th1a respect ao maybe
that's why my teel1ngs may be towards the group as
well as Jim possibly.

J'im

well, were your feelings hUrt by my • • • ? II

sue

Yea, I was veey angry. I really waa. I think that'a
when I really • • • and then last week when you uaed
that word manipulator, I thought well, he does try to
turn things ott when he doean 1 t want something. Ah,
in other woi-da, I was Juat trying to get some interaction or feelings and I telt that very strongly. And
when 7ou 88J JOU were hurt, I suppose I waa, 7ea in
answer to your queation.

T

How doea Jim seem to be responding to 7ou today,
Sue? Hae he strengthened your hoat111t7 in not
seeing it or what?

Sue

aa1d that before it not directly, "I wae hurt" but
in the thinga • • •
Jim

I teel again somewhat manipulated b7 you though,, Sue,
because I don•t know what else I can aay that I
haven•t aa1d. Th.at•a the I'ea&on why I aaid I wonder
how much ot ~our fright is with me or with Jouraelt.

sue

O.K. ma7 I ask you,, I think I more or leaa told 7ou
how I feel. How do I come aoroaa to Jou?

Jim

Right now?

sue

Uh huh, or in the group as auoh.

Jim

well,, I'll just apeak tor myself. You come through
to me now as a vet"Y manipulating woman.

l

Sue

And prior to our particular interaction or what I
aaid to you?

'

Jim

You•re referring to previous groups now?

Sue

Right.

Jim

You didn't oome through aa man1pulat1ng. I thought
you were unoomtortable in some situations. The
ailenoe ••• you did what you could to relieve your
own diacomtort.

Marlc

So did we all. we all telt discomfort to a degree
with the silence. Albert, I think said • • • we all
admitted to some degree ot disoomtort with the
ailenoe and giving the person who broke the silence
a cheokmark tor doing the thing that we couldn't do
ourselves • • • JOU were the onlJ one, Jim,, who
seemed to want the silence to extend over any period
ot tille. You seemed more comfortable 1n e1lenoe
than in a conversation that we might have hette.

Jim

That•a right and my teeling is that Sue never did
quite accept that as a genuine teeling, but I was
actuallJ comfortable. When I said it the t1rat time
a couple of sessions ago, I think you believed

I
j

I

'I

1t • • •

II

sue

Well, I don•t know now that you mention it even today
when you said I'm oomtortable. Now thia ma7 be Just
one little hang up or mannerism or yours, but I
thought your toot, aa I was staring at the tloor, I
Juat noticed your right toot kind ot • • • So beto-re
JOU even came out and aaid that you were comtortable
I was Just wondering, well, I wonder 1t he really
••• you know you always say you•re oomtortable,
and I saw your toot going back and torth so I thought
maybe he's not too oomtortable today. Now again
maybe it's Just one ot your mannerisms, but, uh,
sometimes I have the queetion within ID1'•elt how
really comfortable you can be and I think that one
time you even expressed it aa a genuine experience
and to me long periods or Just sitting, it we were
to Just sit tor titteen minutes ot no one aa7ing
anything ••• I can•t say that would be a genuine
interaction tor me. Now I may be wrong, JOU know,
when you say it was a genuine experience I just never
• • • really how I waa feeling to have it really be
genuine because again ma7be that•a where the two ot
ua d1tter and maybe you trom something I may aay JOU
may want to, you know, atop don•t go on you like it
th1a wa1 and tor me it•a pa1ntul and maybe thia ia
our •••

Jim

Hang up.

sue

'l'he two, right.

Jim

Maybe this is saying the same thing but I keep
getting the reeling that you•re hostile toward me
because I don't reel the same way that you do about
things.

sue

No, I don•t think that it neoeaaarily haa to be that
• • • oh, maybe in term• or silence • • •

Jim

It aeems that you are kind ot insisting that I be
unoomtortable.

Sue

No, I
going
maybe
other

J

I
I
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I
I
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I
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thought maybe you were because I aaw your toot
back and rorth and the thought came to me that
tor the tirat time he 1• unoomtortable because
periods you've always had a reeling ot being

comfortable.
I r ..1 that we're hung up on thia thing. Can aomeone
come 1n and break ua loose. I don't think we•re
getting anJ"Where. I don•t know where the bind

t

'
I

i• • • •

ChUCk

I get the t•ling that Sue is aa71ng one time 1ou
squelched me good and 7ou•ve got all these
oharaoter1at1os like th1a one and th1• one and th1a
one and this one and it all goes back to when 7ou
squelched her, you know, all ot which is sort or
tacked on to Jim. It'• kind ot incorporated onto
what you don•t want.

Ron

One ot the things that seemed to be goin1 on waa,
ah, you (Jim) talked about yourselt, aeltdepreo1at1ve, manipulating, and 10 torth. 'l'h11 ia
what you have been doing with sue thoUCh, 1ou see
her aa manipulative ao thia 1a what 7ou aee 1n
7our1elt that rou don't like, manipulative and •••
a little battle going on who ia man1pulat1nc whom.

Jim

I would agree with that I think. I never telt
manipulated bJ Sue until the last few minutes.
don•t teel that wa1 now but tor a while I was
extremel7 tense about it.

I

I

'
t

I

Chuck

t

I

I

I get the feeling I don•t know i t I•m misreading
completely. Sue would like 1t better • • • JOU
didn't mean it and 7ou•re sorey it happened or
eometh1ng like that and J'OU 1 re damned i t you'll aay
an7thing like that, JOU know, it • - • a real

impa•••·

Jim

You •an apologize tor what I did?
what ••• ?

Ia that

Chuck

I don•t know.
going on.

Mark

Kinda late now anJ'W•J· Other teeling1 have built up
whioh are Juat added on to that.

Mike

I almo1t asked you (Sue) betore it you'd like Jim

I get the feeling that•• what'• kinda

'I

better it he said he was unoomtortable. That aeemed
to be kind ot the big thing that aomebodJ oould be 1n
th1a louay situation and not admit to being
uncomfortable.

I

sue

Well, I think he aaid, h•'• expressed it at t1mea
when he ha• been unoomtortable.
I just got thl"Ough sa11ng that tor a while there I
was extrenae11 tenae. But no, I think an apolog
••• to me that would be very empt1. I might have
said some stupid things and did some atupid thinga
but I don•t see an1 need to apologize tor that
I • • •

i

Mark

When you•ve hurt eomeone•a feelings you don•t see
an7 need to apologize?

Jim

It I deliberately did I aee that the:re•a oertainl7 a
plaoe tor apolo17 •••

Mark

When 7ou 1ndel1beratel7 mart eomeone•a teelinga
there's probably more place tor apolo11. When you
aay J'OU'N eorl'J' it•a a means of aorrow, JOU mean I•m
aorey I hurt your teelinga.

Jim

I think Mark that I did apologize in many ways, in
more profound ••7• than a1mpl7 ea71ng I'm aor-17.
How maybe it didn't come through • • • I think 1n
Just deaor1b1ng how I eee 111aelt it aeema to be an
apoloSJ and since I talked about the tact that it
waen•t ••• that I waa not conaoioua ot being •
man1pula tor or a seducer • • •

sue

Well, I'm not asking tor an apology but 1n the
context o~ what 7ou' re aa11ng thia 1• in a way how
l'ather comes across to me, as not someone too
aena1t1ve who would reall7, you know, have that
reeling of "I•m aorr.r" ao maybe he would teel very
unoomtortable in ••Jing "I•m aorr.r" and going on
trom there. I don•t think you would ••• and I
oertainly wouldn't want, and I•m not asking tor it
any way 1t it 1en•t, JOU know, th1e 1• how you really
telt and I don't think Jim would be this kind who
could a1noerel1 aa1 that,, say in the context ot •••

j L
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that he waa aorey. Maybe Chuck tor you,, JOU were
the one who brought th1a up, tor JOU maybe 7ou could
come aoroaa and say well look • • • and let it go on
rl"Om that, but I could aee how •Ybe Jim would not be
comfortable and really a1noerel7 mean it, ao I
wouldn•t expect, ••• and I waan•t expecting an
apology' prior to th1a when you mentioned and I can
almost aee tram the context or the two or you that
tor you it might be something that you could come out
and say but I don• t think that Jim would, not
neoeaaarilJ juat here but 1n an outside • • •

'
J

l
Ron
Chuck

I don't know ••• neoeaaar1l7 an apology but eome

kind ot closure that waa •••

'fhat•a Just kind or putting it 1n terms or ••• Ron
you mentioned that there seemed to be un1pulat1ng

going on on both sidee. Manipulation to me would
kine ot boil down to that kind or problem where ah,
YoU know between an adult and a child in ohild
therapy situation oall it an issue or control or
&0118th1ng.

{
1
I

Bill

I think ••• at least I teel that it I were in Jim'•
position I would be on the horns or a dilemma, to
apologize in •DJ shape or torm would implicS.tlJ imply
that he wasn't genuine in what he waa ortg1nallJ
aa71ng "look I am oomrortable" but I ae• Sue•e point.
I don't think Sue•a question to Jim waa genuine. I
think Sue•a point now ia that despite the tact that
he waa genuine he showed a lack or sena1t1v1t7 to her
dieoOllf'ort with the ailenoe.

Jim

That would be the point at which the apolo11 would
oome 1n then is that what ••• ?

Bill

No, I don't think she wanted an apol0&7. I think
ehe was "gosh, Jim, I w1ah you were more aena1t1ve
to rq discomrort,u not "sue, I•m aorey I answered
the wa7 I did."

Marie

He doean•t have to aa1 I•m aorey I anewered the wa1
I did. WhJ' couldn't he a1mpl7 aa7 I'm aorey I Just
hurt JOU? Now it the ai tua tion were to come up again
J1m, I'd aay the aame thing again. I'd be aorey also

t

I

I
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it it would cause diaoomtort but that•• the way I
NallJ teel and I got tba t response many timea.
People bug me and aa7, well, I•m aorry I get on your
nervea but 1t the a1tuat1on oomee up again I•d get on
7our nerves again and I•ve accepted it aa a very
sincere type or apolou, not like an eight rear old
aay1ng I'm aorey but a very a1noere tn>• ot thing, a
very Nal1at1o type or thing and I think i t I were in
Jim•e position at the time I would tr,. to reapend in
a way like that «1•m really sorry I oauaed JOU hurt
teel1nga, Sue, but those are my teel1nge and I oan•t
Juat give up what I reel.

Jim

The thing about 1t Mark,, 1• it JOU oan• t give up
what JOU teel why do you have to apologize tor it?

Marie

You don't apologize tor 1 t.

You 1 re apologizing tor

hurting her.
Mike

It•1 like aa;y1ng at the time I acted on -., own
teel1nga l"&ther than aomebod)" elae•a. Like in here
a oouple •.>f time•, 1ou know, we• re auppoaed to at:ve
our own teel1ng so I've given 111' own teel1nga not
having &nJ' idea what it waa going to do to an1bod7
elae. It I had stepped on aomebodJ'• toot, I would
have been regrettul but I wasn•t thinking about that
at the time. I waa Juat tey1ng to get lllJ' own
teel1ng out and I think that•s what 1ou•ve done.

Jim

'l'bat•a what I thought. But then Mark ia 1a11n1 that
it aomebodJ ia hurt as a result or that then I
should apologize tor hurting them but then I'd
torever be apologizing tor hurting them • • •

Mark

I•m not saying you apologize tor hurting the person,

Jim

I'm aa7ing just the opposite that in a situation that
person haa to be hurt again and you•re aorl'J' that
that person baa to be hurt by that. You're not givi
awa1 your position in an1 way you oan still hold
ateadtaat to that position but you could still teel
aorey it aomeone •a hurt by your poa1,1on.
It•a like saying I•m sorry but th1a 1• the wa1 it 1a.

~s_u_•_____Th_1_a_1_•_t_h_•_wa_y_1_t_w•_•_.._•_t_th_a_t_t_111e
__'_h_o_w_1_r_e1_t_._ __.

And I think that you related 1 t very well that this
1• a time ot expreaa1ng your teel1nga. I ma1 come
acroaa to you and AJ aome hurting thinga but thia
1• the way I teel and then to ea7 I'm eorl'J' I hurt
you but this 1a the wa7 I•m experiencing it at thia
particular time.
Mike

I think the hard part ia tor me to aooept the

negative feelings and still like you or aocept you.
(pause)

I
{

lI

Jim

I reel that opened something up between you and I,
I don't know it the reeling 1• mutual or not, that
1• • • • I•m not eure how open it 18 but I'm aure
there•e more openness than there waa.

sue

I teal better tor expreaa1ng how I telt.
there•• ••• between the two ot ua.

Maybe

END OP THE SESSION
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Jean

I don•t want to put the words in an7bod7 elae•s
mouth so I'm going to pretaoe what I'm aa11n1 by
"this 1• my reaction to what happened 1n the previous
group" and I'm not putting this ott as any reaction
that Sue had 'but I really felt ve17 atrongl7 about
what Dr. Morgan aaid about temale roles becauae we•re
a whole thing. For the tirat time, I'm beginning to
wonder what the relationship or a woman was to the
whole group and at time• 1t•a bard to d1at1ngu1ah.
You Just want to be a peraon. You don't want to be
the eex you Juat want to relate to somebody aa an
individual and yet, well maybe this 1a a lot more
d1tt1cult than you make it out to be., and I waa
feeling at points that what Sue was saying waa the
automatic muotional response or a female and here••
a bunoh or guys sitting around and they don•t
understand too well. That 1an•t altogether rational
I auppoae but • • • it really hit me. For the tirat
time in th1a group I wonder where I atand, JOU know.
(laughter)

Pete

You want a vote ot oont1dence • • • ?

Jean

Well, l don•t think 1t•a poaa1ble to have a vote ot
contidenoe. It'• something that's so eluaive aa I
waa Just telling Pete and Don before the croup
etarted there are time• when ••• 7ou•re talking
with another man you don•t particularlJ think ot it
as I'm talking to a man aa I•m talking with Joe
Smith, an individual. And other time• JOU
d1at1notly teel that this other person is male
aexuallJ and you begin to wonder particularlJ a1noe
I'm married just exactly what kind or relation • • •
where does this put me? Whet do I do next? I don•t
want to be torward, I Juat want to relate to him as
another individual but I don•t know what to do.

Fred

I thought before it really must take guts tor you to
be in here. I guess I don•t undet"Stand too muoh
but • • •

Jean

It never occurred to me that it took guts betore but
when Sue started talking I realized to open up that
I had no one else in the group that I oould aau "I'm
aure he• s going to understand,," kind ot thing. Even
with Sue every time I opened my mouth it wouldn't
neoeesar11y imply that ahe would understand but
somehow it'• d1tterent and I don•t think it ought to
be. I think you ought to be able to relate without •••

T

Do you recall sometimes when Sue was talking that 1ou
felt she was all alone?

Jean

Yeah. Somebody made the remal'k, Sue,, you'N looking
••• aren•t you looking tor feedback,, uh, teedbaok
or apology and I thought well,, no, it 1an•t exactly
an apology. Mark caught it. It•s just I want to
know that you undel'Stand that I'm reeling something.
And to me it was almost • • • it really waa a
typically male reaction • • •

Steve

Well, how do you reel about this group?
accepted?

Jean

I always did before.

Steve

And now you're wondering.

Jean

Yeah.. Now it kinda got to me and I don•t know what
to do.

Steve

we recognize that 7ou•re a woman but we don•t •••
speaking tor myaelt., we•re not going to make any
exceptions in terms ot how we deal with you in here.

Ray

well, I keep thinking about some ot my • • • I work
in a girl's high aohool and it's an all temale
taoulty and I'm the only guy in the plaee except tor
this Janitor who 1• about aixty. Once 1n a while I
say, gee, how•re 7a doing, Stuart? (laughter) I
mean, i t there•a one thing that reall7 acrewa me up
1t•a girls and I a1t there and it aeema like •••

Do you teel

well, maybe it's juat beoauae last year I was 1n an
all men taoulty. I was going to school, all men
taoulty, all men students, I was in the aem1nary out
in the country and the only women around were a bunch
ot old nuns, you know, who have been there longer
than the place. I oan•t even put ••• I can•t •••
I just think about it sometimes but I don•t know,
haven't analyzed •••
Jean

Don't you think it•a ditticult because they•re young
girls, I don't know the ages ••• that means the7
have a particular set or hang ups • • •

Ray

It•s hard tor me to make general statements. That•a
what I'll try • • • I mean general statement• about
my situation. I can aee a lot or times 1n certain
situations I can pick up what they see my role to be
or how they reel towards me because I'm a man or even
trom the faculty some kind ot dependency. Mostly I
juet don't know about the whole situation.

Don

What a re you trying to say?

Steve

He's trying to say he's uncomfortable with a bunoh of
women around but there•a only one here.

Ray

Yeah, I don•t know 1t•s not diaoomtort either. It•e
just sometimes it's this ••• maybe it'• the same
feeling that she has when sh•'• here. Maybe this 1•
the aame reeling that ahe had when she walked into
the group that ••• I don•t feel everJda7, I don•t
teel uncomtortable 1n tact I sorta like 1t. I like
it a lot but I get • • • when thing1 are tough I ea7
Ood is it because they•re all women and I don't
understand what's coming ott or • • • Mostly I waa
Just expressing my feelings • • • because I have a
lot ot trouble coming to a conolueion about it
anyhow yet. Also, this is what I thought about th18
male and female and lilce you want to deal with people
and people come as men and women • • • You should
see me when I 1m ooaohing. I ooaoh the baeketball
team, I mean 1t•a tunny I have to watch whet I aa1
three minutes betore I get it out or my mouth
because they 1 ll g1ggle about anything.

Jean

••• excepting the tact that women usually are more
emotional on the aurtaoe and oan be more irrational
and I think when Wally made the remark that his wite
can get very upset about things and it I get upset
about somebody I'll tly ott the handle • • • 1n that
respect I developed a lot of empathy with Wally trom
what he said, O.K., you understand, you•ve been
through that sort or thing but •••

Wally

You know, ah, before I was married I had a hell ot a
time relating to a pretty girl as a female type
sexual object and since r•ve been married 1t•a been
better but every once and a while I run into a girl
who, in addition to everything else, just turns me on
and then I don•t know what to do. I still don•t know
what to do but what I end up doing is really being
cold to them usually ar1d they wonder what the hell
they did to make me do that to them but they didn't
do anything outside the tact that they turn me on.
But that business ot how rou relate ••• I can
relate to you much more as a person than I ever
could have before and see you as an individual who,
you know, like me, has feelings and everything else.

J'ean

Well, I feel better.

Pon

Had you telt unoomtortable 1n that matter?

Yean

No, no, I t'98lly don•t, but by the same token I
never tried to say too much and Dr. Morgan pointed
out Sue really took up the crux ot what was going on
here and she took up the banner on one side or the
tence • • • gee, I don't know 1r I ever •••

3teve

You did, you launched right in there.

Tean

It's a little different though. The7 were very much
involved mostly non-verbal • • •

Don

The thing I round interesting in that to go back to
Sue again was why she always took the responsibility
in other words kind or like a reverse role • • • you
expect a man to be more aggressive and try to get
something out on the floor and she was trying so hard

the laat two aeaa1ona the males were ver, paaaive
• • • to a oertain extent it seemed like nothing
was picked up.
Jean

'l'o me it waa more like paaaive rea1atar1oe. Pel'hapa
in a senae someone aa7s, "You•re being 1t -v-el"f
manipulating woman." I don't aa1 I thought at all
that Sue was being a manipulating woman but because
ahe did try to step in and do something and eve:eybody
else ignored it. And this I never mentioned because
I didn't teel this waa a true reaction ot the group.
Perhaps it was more my hang up and something I would
reel rather than aomethins that the other membel'S ot
the group •••

Pete

You know I waa wondering when JOU weN talking • • •
ia 1t easier tor people • • • it appeara to me an7how
that 1t'a easier tor people who have teel1nga to
communicate with people who have teelinca. I mean
it I have feelings and retleot1ng on people I do come
1n contact with and even 1n the group here because
there is teelings and people can respond to them
it'• easier to speak torth the probl•• that one haa
and ideas. It•e nruoh eaa1er than when rou have a
cold person or one that may Just atare, couldn't get
any reaponae. And on a one-to-one baaia or a group
basis ma7be all will not have teelin1a but the
maJority • • • at leaat 1t aeems to me anrhow the way
I look at 1t it•a muoh eaa1er to oome out with things
beoauae you•re going to get eupport, support pro or
support con. I mean you're going to get ao• reaot1o
and not Juat have it tly against the wall and 'bounce
baok into your lap. So I suppose whether 1t'• male
or temale it•s (interrupted by Jean) ot course, I'm
on a ditterent wave length because I'm the male and I
auppoae SJ relat1onah1p to the tamale • • • I preter
those who would respond to talk to as well aa a male
who reapcnda rather than be verr oold and 1011at10 1t
you want to uae the term. It's much eaa1er tor me to
oommun1oate • • •

Jean

Well, perhaps • • • aa long as you get a reaponae t
an individual but I waa aaJing some people I can talk
to and not even think whether the1•re male or temale.
I Juat think about them aa an 1nd1v1dual but when I

r
don•t get a :response then it falls baok on 1a there
some male-female l'Ole pla:y1ng that we're doing and I
don't know what to do next. I gueea because it it
we:re a female that waa being cold I'd tell her one
way or another perhaps more politely to go to bell
but I don't know 1t I'd do it with a CUJ• And I•m
sure you reel the same wa7.
Pete

Yea.

Pred

I don't know it this has any bearing on what you•re
talking about but one ot the things that p:roba'Dly
operates in depth male-tamale rather than male-male
or temale-temale relat1onab1pa ambivalence • • • 1 1
tor instance, I both expeot e lot more warmth and
alao tear a lot more reJeot1on • • •

Jean

What are you thinking about?

(to '1')

What am l thinking about? Oh, I•m juat wondering it
there•• some element ot role playing in the picture
here, something that interterea with the peraon-toperaon and whether this 1a Just the wa7 1t 1a. You
(Jean) expreaaed a certain lack ot freedom in the
situation that you mentioned. It you encountered a
certain woman that was cold or a certain man that was
cold you would behave ditterently.

Jean

I

don•t reel that war.

The people here are not

part1oularlJ • • •
T

I•m juat wondering are we assigned to th11 position,
assigned to this role ot either man or woman and
that's it.

Jean

I lhould hope not.

Wally

Other people aaaign JOU to it. That'• the problem.
In mJ w1te•a tamily ultra male types, I walk in there,
man it•a like an invader from outer apace. I dared to
do d1ahea one evening because I thought the girls had
had a rough day. Oh gees "guya don't do d1ehee
al'O\lnd here. What•• the matter with JOU, JOU knowee
eo 1t got to the point where they had made eort of a
tam11J' Joke out ot this about there•• aomething the

matter with me beoau1e I did diahee and I cook at
home on oocaaion and my sister-in-law once
introduced me to a friend or her•s who I never met
betore by "here•a my queer brother-1n-law.rr I oould
have killed her. I could have l'eally killed her. I
telt like decking her right there I waa eo mad about
it.
Steve

Did ehe say anything else?

wally

Ro,, this is my queer ••• I'd like you to meet my
queer brother-in-law (laughter) and these people
didn't know me trom Adam and they really gave me some
t1ahJ stares, you know. So I got her in private and
I did lower the boom and told her not to pull that
again but this business - they are the men. They got
all the trappings, they hunt and they•re interested
in oara and engines are interesting. I'm not
1ntereated in any or that crap, it Just doean•t appeal
to me looking inside or a carburator or whatever you
look 1na1de ot but you gotta have the trappings and
i t you don•t tit into that mold you're in trouble.

Jean

The

Wally

What,, the girl• get trouble it they act asgreae1ve
or what?

Jean

Ho, what I mean b7 that - my mother 1• very ultra
aggressive and I think that temale role problems tor
me probably stem trom trying not to be the same wa1.
I consider myselt verJ lucky that I did marry a man
who did help me to do the dishes and did help me to
do a lot ot things around the house and 1t be hadn't
1111' parents would give him trouble. "What kind or a
lion do you think you are sitting around the houee?"

Pete

When you eaid roles,, assigned to roles, 1t was what
eoc1et7 holds that a man can do and a temale oan do.
As assigned roles do you break that bond • • •
looked upon as • • •

Jean

men in our tamily work in reverse.

Well,, I don't think I react that way.

il
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Pete

I don•t react th1a way but I was Just wondering when

I

you talked about a role here ••• I don't know.
Vally, but did you eay you were assigned to roles
aa males and temales? Is this what you meant when
you said aasigned?
wally

The only time I • • • is like I say when I get turned
on sexually by a woman. I don•t buy too much the
business that females are this and males are this but
every once and a while the chem1et17 mixes and then I
Just don•t know quite what to do with 1t because then
1t really 1a a male-female thing right then and there,
you know. The reat 1a kind ot a talae problem I
think.

Jean

Is it or 1sn•t it? I kind ot get screwed up. I think
on the tact that eve17t1me I enter into a situation
with a great number ot other women I mean with a lot
ot other women 1nteraot,.r1s with th•, they are
basically concerned about staying home and getting
involved with other groups and raisins kids and
taking care ot the tamily, and I'm ver:1 conoei-ned
with having a tam1ly and taking care or my husband
and raising kids but there are a lot ot other things
that concern me aa well and I think now it's going
to happen - am I about to be ostracized because I
don•t tall into a partioular • • • and I think in this
reapeot that you are assigned to a role but it would
be a lot easier to aay I can•t block city ball and
stay home.

Pete

I've seen this in two parishes. The one I'm 1n now
ia a lot more tlexible where the female 1a capable
of having outside aotiv1tiea, you know, Job.
teaching, d1tterent thinge, art and not be oatracized.
Of course, this again ia a community where this 1a
accepted by the temalea. Like I know some women,
their children are grown up and they want to go back
to aohool and become a nurse or something. Others
have a degree and are working, no problem. But I
have seen in two other parishes where society looked
down upon

Jean

Yeah, you•re not a good mother or you•re unnatural or
you don't care ••• But I think we're possibly
getting away trom • • • get rid ot some ot these

han~upa

and say this is tbe wa1 I am, take it or

leave it.

T

Well, I sense that you•re asking the other members ot
the group to be more responsive to you because you
are a woman and you have teelinsa that are separate.

~ean

I think what I am t171ng to do • • • it Juat
bothered me tor the tirat time, it never bothered me
before so I t1gured well, I better aay it and maybe
I'll get over it and I'm beginning to get to the
point where I•m unoomtortable with it like I'm beating
a dead horse because I think you did respond and I do
reel better and • • •

T

That should be the end ot it.

~ean

I don't reel badly about anything right now •••

Ray

I'll tell you one thing, I teel real tired all ot a
sudden because ot a couple ot problem• have been
bothering me tor a while. One or them - I don•t
think ao much or it in male-temale terms - but love
girle and some ••• I'll probably marry her and
that's been quite a thing. And it•a, you know, 1t 1 a
like the whole lett halt ot my body, ao how can I
tell you the whole thing except that when 7ou're
talking it comea out that • • • I th!nk ot BIJ••lt in
terms ot getting married and I'm not married yet.
What's it going to be like and what do I want it to
be ••• There's a lot ot things, lot ot oona1derat1on1
and it does make me want to know what to look tor in a
woman. It seems very 1.llportant to aharae 1ometh1ng
beyond the two or ua. I know what reall7 aeema to be
easy to do, where I don•t have ao much problems with
guya or other women, maybe to be reallJ content and
t1nd some aeourit7 in her alone, not that you
shouldn't have some security ••• but like I oould
run awa7 trom other th1nga, use her aa some aort ot
a mother or something like that. I don't know •••
1t 1 a like building a team sharing a oommon lite,
that sounds real 1deal1at1o.

~ean

Do you feel you have enough oommun1cat1on with her?

Ray

Yeah, we oommunioate. It's really great but sometimes it's really heavy ••• like one or us can•t
see the toreat tor the trees and that•a what bugs
me sometimes too. we take each other so seriously
that we should be giving each other part or the
world. It's like ••• I guess it 1 a a whole aide
ot me.

Wally

You know there•a something Fred said when he waa
getting married. Something about how it's so damn
hard to put everything into one person because you
keep thinking in the back or your mind what it I
lose them, I•ve loat everything. It•s hard to take
the risk or really building one thing because if
she ever goes ••• I don't know about you, whether
you would oollapae, I might. I know, Fred, you had
some or the same tears.

Fred

I aaw my dad lose • • • well, my mother died last
summer shortly betore I got married, and it Just
••• he was Just broken in halt although he seemed
to hang on but I think ••• I don't think he'll
live long because it doea • • • I really saw very
clearly •••

Pete

In other words, this 1• a tear. I'm trying to
rerleot and see, 1• it a rear before marriage or
giving totally beoauae the marriage might break
up and go some other way or 1• 1t onoe you are
married that you reel it is most diffioult to give
because or losing • • •

Wally

I think it's an on-going rear. Fred brought it up
before he was married but I don•t think 1t•a too
healthy it you want to know the truth. I think it
only comes it you're too dependent on a person, it
you have a real strong dependency need youraelt. I
don't know 1r it's healthy or not. At times, I do
and at times I don•t.

Pred

I think partly you have to ••• it you•re going to
get deeply involved with another person, thia is a
realistic rear. I don't think it's just being
dependent but that it you really love someone deeply
then you have, by det1n1t1on, expoaed youraelt to

losing someone in a terribly paintul way. Even
though you are not overly dependent ••• //
Wally

The only thing is I reel myaelt that my w1te 1e my
entire world and the whole rest or the world can go
away and I wouldn't care, everybody can 10 away.

Fred

But in a wa1, in you, I think that•a healthy. It ahe
were gone, you would somehow get along but it would
be terribly • • •

WallJ

What you•re saying 1a a good thing but maybe what I•m
saying isn't a good thing •

Jean

• • • because I didn't really experienoe it that way.
It waa more • • • simply by living with someone

everyday you learn to trust them more and depend on
them more but 1t 1 a a give and take. I know that my
husband depends on me and that I depend on him but
:vet as we live together longer we t1nd out how we
oan stand on our own teet. Because ot him, I can be
more independent and I don•t know how to explain it.
It I didn't know that I were going home to him
tonight I couldn't be aa independent and that's enough
in that when he's away trom home I don't need it. I
don•t need to worr, about ••• because I 1 ve been able
to develop some aide things.
Wally

'that aounda healthier.

Jean

But do you think that it•a something that growa and
that :rou will develop?

Pete

Does it depend on how much a person needs someone, I
suppose. Some people may have a greater need in
this than another person 1n dealing with people.

Ray

I get the impression that you know that you need your
wire but you .teel that there may be something wrong
i t you are over-dependent. • •

Wall:r

Look, how would you like to worry every time ahe steps
out the door about her atepping out the door? I do,
you know, 1t 1 a not good. I worey about anytime ahe
takes a trip~ I worl"1 about who 11 driving, are they

a caretul driver, all this kind or thing, you know.
Jean

My husband worries and I'm happy.

Wally

••• the guy that puts her on the plane and doesn•t
think about her tor two months, that sort or thing.

Steve

I read an article once entitled "Teach Your Wire Row
to be a Widow." You know, it's not really a courtes1
to a woman to make her so dependent on you that she
can't live without you, ao it•a kind ot a tamily joke
around our plaoe when something comes up or something
goes wl'Ong with the turnaoe, I take her down and show
her "now this is what you do, this 1s what you look
tor." In case I konk over tomorrow ahe can carry on.
She doesn't like it but I'm being realistic about it.
Who knowa who is going to be alive tomorrow. I think
that's what we're talking about here, ultimate rear or
death and we ought not get ao dependent on one person
that we'd be shattered by it.

Wally

That's what you ou1ht but what you do ••• (laughter)
There's a big ditterence between ought and 1• on
certain occasions.

Steve

You stand together but you don't lean on eaoh other
ao muoh that it one goes you tall over.

WallJ

I know that's all bJ the book but the book don't hold
too often.

Steve

I recognize the problem and this is what you got to
work toward.

Fred

Steve, you•re going to (warning Steve against
lecturing Wally too much) you•re really stepping on
his toes (general laughter).

Wally

No, he's not because I know Steve by now (more
laughter), you sound like the rule book (more
laughter) page ~ .. rule number a.

Don

I don•t think they•re talking about death ao much as
I think they are talking about love and I th1nk's it•a
very beautitul. I really appreciate having J'OU being

(general laughter)

11,

this open and unreatrained in this kind or
relationship. Unaocuatomed as I am • • • I mar
have ambitions but ••• (general laughter). You
know, Just to talk this openly about your aexual
feelings • • • you know every once and a while you
run a string or Mondays like this and mother said
there would be days like th1a bUt not thia many.
You like to come home to something except the
dog • • •

Wally

A priest told me once attar I come home after a rough
day ot talking to people I teal like going to the
roof and screaming at the whole o1ty "now you
bastards, I've listened to you the whole day. Who's
going to listen to me?" but he said nobody would
listen, you know, that'• the way he felt coming home
every night.

Pete

That•s the way it is.

Steve

Yeah, I was wondering who does a prieet talk to
anyway?

,,

Pete

Thia week I spent sixteen hours talking to groupa
breaking up at 1:00 o•clook and who do you have to
a1t there and talk to, yourself • • • • at least you
have somebody at home to love. You can hardlJ love
younelt. I auppcae the only love that you have 1•
going out to people. I mean 1t 1 s ••• •• 1ou aa1
that priest went screaming who's going to listen to
me now. You have to be all 10 underatanding • • •
maybe aomething that you can help others with when
they oome in tor marriage 1natruot1on. dependency
and over-dependency. I think 1t 1 1 tremendoua. At
leaat it gives me a ditterent view ot things beoauae
I never really looked at ••• I•ve seen a woman
being overly dependent on a man, her hUaband. but I•ve
never seen the husband • • • in your oaae. you seem
to be over-dependent yet it•a terr1t1o, the
relationship that you have as hUaband and wite • • •

Fred

There•• only one thing that botheftll me and maybe I•m
out ot line aaying th1a but I don't get the
impression that you're (Vally) being an overl7
dependent husband ••• II

wally

Aak my wire, that•a why she married me.

Fred

My impression is that you have a good relat1onah1p
going • • •

Wally

It's an ambivalence. She's got the same ambivalence.
I told her that. You (hi• w1te) have the same
ambivalence, that dependency-independenoy thing.
You can look good on the surtace and be something
else underneath too.

Fred

Can you really expect not to have some • • • Like I
can remember that at times when I'm reeling under
pressure that it my wite ian•t available to me I find
that there's anger at her under the aurrace, and I
teel guilty about the anger. But I teel it•a part
ot being that deeply involved with someone.

Wally

Well, I feel that too, you know, but when the ohipa
are down, that's when ••• You know when we were
going together, she started going with another gu7 tor
a while. I didn't eat tor three daya, I got ao
depressed. I couldn't eat. I couldn't aleep. I
couldn't do anything and it was s1mpl7 becauee I
thought I waa going to lose her and I already invested
all my chips right there and I knew it and at the time
she didn't know 1t,cltdn't know it :t'ully anyway. I
like to think ror myaelt that I'm independent, you
know, great fallacy.

Jean

I think one ot the things that hurt me more than
anything was that last summer I had to spend five
weeks in Peoria becauae I waa taking a practicum and
the hours were gaatly, trom eight in the morning until
ten at night, and I couldn't commute tor a1xty miles
and my husband was all worried about Jobe, about
changing Jobs and what he was going to do and evel"f•
thing and he said to me Juat last week that theN
were times even though we talked on the phone every
night, you know we couldn't talk forever. we didn't
have that much money ao we couldn•t carry on about
everything and he knew that I had probl•• and he
tried not to tell me about all hia problem• and he
thought that I cared more about school than I did
about him. Which 1• the aame thing you were talking

about when your w1te isn't available and something
is bothering you but it was terrible and it killed
me to think that I wasn't available when he needed
me and I don•t think that kind ot ••• Maybe you
didn't eat tor three days but next week and the
week after • • • that happened to me and I round
out that I could take it and I just said "look,,
th1a 18 ridiculous,, we•re not getting any place
••• two years with each other and nothing•a
happened" but it did abate and I did find out that
I waa going to live thru it ••• and it's not
something that you can tell anybody else because
when you try it sounds like it•a coming out ot a
rule book but I think tor myselt • • •
the impression that you (Wally) had a lot ot
like college relationships because ••• I was
conscious or the time that I was talking about this
oelebaoy thing too,, because I waa in (the seminary)
long enough too to think a hell or a lot about that,,
and • • • The way you put your chips has a lot to do
with both questions you know, both with the oelebacy
or the priest and 1n marriage. That•a the thing
that's going on in my head now where you put your
chips. I don't want to put too much where they
shouldn't be. I like to spread them around and you
think that with oelebaoy you get to love the whole
world,, that's true ••• (laughter) on the other
hand, you may be looking into somebody's taoe all
the time and blinding yourself to the whole world
and, boy, coming out with some kind or a balance
1a really tough • • •
I get

Wall7

That's it

Pete

In other words,, there could be drawbacks on either
side.

exaotly~

There's drawbacks to living no matter how you take
it. (pause) When I waa in the seminary I felt I
had nothing to lose. I had no allegiance to anyone,,
you know,, I really felt that I was in sort or a eafe
position. For me, the investment had to be in
something like marriage and I knew it, that 1 a the
onl7 time that I could really invest,, all the rest

d

r

I

ot the time I waa really sate.

{pause)

And alone ••

Fred

Wally, are JOU down about that spec1r1call7 or are you
just kind or feeling down?

Wally

I'm kind ot down about that. We had a wedding over
the weekend that we went to. I'm also Jealous and
the double issue ot the jealouay oame up.

Fred

That's really kind ot a painful thing to go through.

wally

Particularly when Ann didn't know anything about it.
I didn't show it. I Just felt it and that also
prompted my remark• to you about relating to women,
you know, because I kind ot felt myself doing that
there. I kind ot felt myself holding back on
oooaaion, you know, difficult situation • • •

Jean

Wally, from what you say • • • it's taken me a year
and a half to understand what Bill aaya when he
doesn't say anything because I'll say it and he won•t
and you•ve got to be able to understand that a lot ot
times men Just don't talk and I oan sit there and
pummel him but it doean•t do any good.

Wally

At least you don't make the mistake or saying they
don't have any feelings if they don't say anything
or they don•t feel the same thing. Something you
said T about having subtler teel1nge or something
• • • To me that•s Juat way oft. I don•t think men
talk them out as much as women do, but I think that
the feelings are there. They're Just ae subtle or
Just aa deep.

Jean

You had to learn not to say them beoauae there•a too
many instances when you're expected to be the l'OOk.

Wally

Or like I say you can misconstrue. People think 1t 1 a
a feminine thing to have empathy, that sort of thing.

Jean

What finally hit me over the head was that it was
just the other way around • • • but it finally
occurred to me that if we got married he was going
to come home one day and open his arme with a big
smile on his race and expect me to come running to

r

him as usual and I was going to hit him in the head
with a trying pan and aa7 7ou son ot a bitoh why
don't 7ou ever oome running up to me? (general
laughter) "What did I do?" he'd say. He wouldn • t
understand.
Pete

You verbalized

Don

I'm jealous of Bill.

Fred

Before I got married ••• something happened at a
party- that, ah, where I thought Kathy was expressing
• • • and I remember • • • well I went to see Camelot.
I don't know if you're tam111ar with the plot, the
way King Arthur ••• that movie killed me. I Just
telt so tar down with the tear ot losing her and it
was kind ot a nightmare. I think that I talked to
her tor a while about it and I think it sort ot
strengthened my relationship with her. All I can aay
is that I understand a little bit how • • • 7ou just
reel l1ke you' re on the bottom and have tallen out or
lite. Itwas almost as it I was going to go to her and
say • • • give her away rather than see her dritt
away. It made me aware or one ot the things that love
is and how terrible it i8 to teel that this may be
lost and I think it put the clincher in my mind that
I'm truly in love.

Steve

I get the 1mpresa1on from you young men that you think
that marriages are made in heaven and that there is
only one in this whole world • • • II

Fred

Stop, stop! (general loud laughter) Steve, actually
there's about ten thousand that would be as good a
wife 88 the one you have but don't tell her that,
because 1r you never met her you would probably have
married somebody else.

Fred

It doesn't mean anything except that I think you're

~or

all women.

trying to be supportive.
Wally-

Steve, there•s at least a million people that I could
have married probably but the fact is that I did
marry this one and that's where everything is right
now. That•s what I'm saying. She waan•t vested in

f
heaven tor me forever and ever, as tar aa I'm
conoerned anyway. We met and I decided that she
was the one. I decided and I knew at the time I
was deoiding and it took me three months to oonvinoe
her that she should decide that I'm the one.
(laughter) But that still was a decision • • • But
that still doesn•t make any difference now, she is
the one, that•s all I was saying.
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